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Announce

© 2014 CTI. All rights reserved. This is a publication of CTI,

except for 3rd parties'contents use by CTI. Do not quote

or refer any information without prior written consent.

Any unauthorized alteration, forgery or falsification is

unlawful and offenders may be prosecuted to the fullest

extent of the law.This publication is intended to provide

technical information and shall not be exhaustive .It is

strict ly educational and does not replace any legal

requirements or applicable regulations.The information

is provided "as is" and CTI does not warrant that it will be

error-free or will meet any particular criteria of performance

or quality.

Safety Alert

In this report, we bring together information on mandatory and voluntary consumer

product recalls originated from China, HongKong and Taiwan, which are issued by

governmental bodies from Europe, USA and Canada. For businesses, notably for

product manufacturers, this report aims to enable them to move more swiftly to

address a safety problem, thereby reducing the number of incidents causing

injury, and the costs associated with them. This could lower the safety risks, which

could, in turn, lower insurance costs for producers.

Situation in last two weeks 

Remark: Information on product notifications is from EU Rapid Alert System for non-food dangerous products (Rapex), Consumer 
Product Safety Commission of United States and  Health Canada.

An overview is given of notifications by product category and type of risk from

December 6, 2014 to December 26, 2014. It should be noted that some notified

products presenting more than one risk. Numbers of notification by product category

are:

• Children’s products ＆ toys (74)

• Softlines (46)

• Miscellaneous (29) 

• Electrical & electronics (21)

• Hardlines (5)

ISSUE: December (2)  2014
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/United 

Kingdom

Product: Plastic doll with accessories

Brand: Sikaly

Name: Fashion Mermaid

Type/number of model: M4789-107

Batch number/Barcode: None

Description: Plastic toy mermaid doll, 27cm in 

length. The doll has plastic fairy wings attached to 

it and various outfits. Each doll comes with an 

accessory item including a toy bracelet or a small 

mirror. The doll is packaged in a clear plastic box. 

Inside the box, the doll is attached to a cardboard 

back bearing an underwater scene.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The plastic material of the doll's 

arms contain 1 % by weight of di-

(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP). 

This phthalate may harm the 

health of children, causing 

possible damage to the 

reproductive system. In 

addition, the product contains di-

isononyl phthalate (DINP - 11.2 % 

by weight). According to the 

REACH Regulation the phthalates 

DEHP, DBP and BBP are 

prohibited in all toys and childcare 

articles, while phthalates 

DINP, DIDP and DNOP are 

prohibited in toys or childcare 

articles that can be placed in the 

mouth by children.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Czech 

Republic

Product: Toy musical set

Brand: Jie Baobao

Name: My new band

Type/number of model: No. 9899 (on package), 

Item NO: 4971118 (on label)

Batch number/Barcode: 8713149711189

Description: Set of toy musical instruments (flute, 

saxophone, trumpet, tambourine, drum, castanets 

and whistle) made of plastic, packed in plastic 

packaging with a cardboard back. The flute is 

equipped with a removable mouthpiece.

Country of origin: China

Choking

The mouthpiece of the flute may 

come off easily, small children 

may put it in the mouth and choke 

on it. The product does not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Toy Safety Directive and the 

relevant European standard EN 

71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Ban on the marketing of 

the product and any 

accompanying 

measures
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Estonia Product: Plastic Doll

Brand: Unknown

Name: Fashion Charming

Type/number of model: model No.808 (by 

producer); No.802259 (by importer)

Batch number/Barcode: 5901353057299

Description: Mermaid-shaped doll made of soft 

plastic, approximately 11 cm long, with yellow and 

blue hair. The toy is packed in a cardboard box.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The plastic material of the doll 

contains 33.7% by weight of di(2-

ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP). 

This phthalate may harm the 

health of children, causing 

possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users

EU/Austria Product: Bow and arrows set

Brand: Unknown

Name: Archery Set

Type/number of model: No. 2093

Batch number/Barcode: EAN-Code: 

4.036855010877

Description: Set comprising: 1 bow (black), 3 

arrows with suction cup ends (green, red), various 

materials: hard and soft plastic and textile material, 

length of bow: 59cm, length of arrow: 38cm.

Country of origin: China

Choking,

Chemical

The suction cups can easily be 

removed from the projectiles and 

be put in the mouth and block the 

airways. The product does not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Toy Safety Directive and the 

relevant European standard EN 

71-1. The product contains 10,9% 

by weight of di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP). This phthalate 

may harm the health of children, 

causing possible damage to the 

reproductive system. In addition, 

the product contains di-isononyl 

phthalate (DINP - 1.89 % by 

weight) and di-isodecyl phthalate 

(DIDP - 0.35 % by weight). 

According to the REACH 

Regulation the phthalates DEHP, 

DBP and BBP are prohibited in all 

toys and childcare articles, while 

phthalates DINP, DIDP and 

DNOP are prohibited in toys or 

childcare articles that can be 

placed in the mouth by children.

Voluntary measures:

Destruction of the 

product
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Austria Product: Projectile toy

Brand: Unknown

Name: Police Squad Action Set

Type/number of model: Item No: 10781

Batch number/Barcode: BC - 4 045381 1045381 / 

4045381107814

Description: Set comprising: 1 pistol (black) 1 

target (black) 1 imitation compass (black, coloured

sticker) 1 imitation police badge (silver-coloured) 3 

projectiles with suction cup (black, red) packed in a 

blister pack.

Country of origin: China

Choking,

Chemical

The suction cups can easily be 

removed from the projectiles and 

be put in the mouth and block the 

airways. The product does not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Toy Safety Directive and the 

relevant European standard EN 

71-1. The product contains 6.65 

% by weight of di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP) and 0.17 % by 

weight of dibutyl phthalate (DBP). 

These phthalates may harm the 

health of children, causing 

possible damage to the 

reproductive system. In addition, 

the product contains di-isononyl 

phthalate (DINP - 9.09 % by 

weight) and di-isodecyl phthalate 

(DIDP 1.03 % by weight). 

According to the REACH 

Regulation the phthalates DEHP, 

DBP and BBP are prohibited in all 

toys and childcare articles, while 

phthalates DINP, DIDP and 

DNOP are prohibited in toys or 

childcare articles that can be 

placed in the mouth by children.

Voluntary measures:

Warning consumers of 

the risks

EU/France Product: Toy pushchair

Brand: Unknown

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Ref. No 476680

Batch number/Barcode: Batch H361005

Description: Pink, toy pushchair supplied in a 

plastic bag.

Country of origin: China

Injuries,

Suffocation

The locking device is not 

adequate and the pushchair is not 

sufficiently strong and may 

collapse. Children may be injured 

due to entrapment, mainly of 

fingers, between moving parts. 

The packaging is a thin, 

impermeable plastic bag which 

could cause suffocation. The 

product does not comply with the 

requirements of the Toy Safety 

Directive and with the relevant 

European standard EN 71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Germany Product: Metal construction kit

Brand: Besttoy

Name: Metall Baukasten ('Metal construction kit')

Type/number of model: Product ref.: B 12318

Batch number/Barcode:4016096123185

Description: Metal construction kit to build a toy 

car, consisting of several metal and plastic 

parts, plastic tyres, screws, nuts, screwdriver and 

spanner.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The metallic parts release an 

excessive quantity of nickel 

(measured value: up to 1.67 

μg/cm²/week) exceeding the limit 

value of 0.5 µg/cm²/week. Nickel 

is a strong sensitizer and can 

cause allergic reactions if present 

in articles that come into direct 

and prolonged contact with the 

skin. The product does not 

comply with the REACH 

Regulation.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the 

market 

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the 

market 

EU/Lithuania Product: High chair

Brand: Sun Baby

Name: Baby Highchair

Type/number of model: YB601A

Batch number/Barcode: YB601A/CZ- b/c. 

5907478646318; ,

YB601A/N- b/c not specified ,

YB601A/R- b/c not specified

Description: High chair made of two parts: chair 

and table, with possible separate use. Height 1070 

mm, width 750 mm, depth 610 mm, weight 8.4 kg. 

Packaging - cardboard box.

Country of origin: China

Choking,

Injuries

The small plastic plate with the 

logo can easily detach; small 

children can put it in the mouth 

and may choke on it. The stability 

of the seat is not sufficient, thus, 

the child could fall from the high 

chair. In addition, the product 

poses a risk of cuts due to the 

presence of accessible sharp 

edges and protruding parts. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

14988.

Compulsory measures:

Ban on the marketing of 

the product and any 

accompanying 

measures
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Lithuania Product: High-chair

Brand: Milly Mally

Name: Active New

Type/number of model: 1. Model: Formula,

2. Model: Ocean, 3. Model: Tuti

Batch number/Barcode: 1. 590771743422,

2. 5907717434232, 3. 59077174341270

Description: Folding high-chair with adjustable, 

padded seat, an adjustable backrest, dual tray and 

removable footrest. The chair has the following 

dimensions: 105 cm height, 58 cm width, 75 cm 

depth. Weight 8.5 kg. It is supplied in a cardboard 

box in plastic film.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The restraining seat belt may not 

function correctly and come loose. 

The high-chair is not sufficiently 

stable and could tip over 

backwards causing the children to 

fall. In addition, the plastic 

packaging has no warnings on the 

possible risks of suffocation. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

14988-1.

Compulsory measures:

Ban on the marketing of 

the product and any 

accompanying 

measures

EU/Hungary Product: Magnetic toy

Brand: J&H Dragon Toyz

Name: MAGNETIC - Magnetic World High-Class

Type/number of model: Item No.JH6812 A

Batch number/Barcode:5998665726289

Description: Magnetic construction toy consisting 

of transparent colourful sticks and metal balls. The 

product contains 84 pieces and is supplied in a 

cardboard box.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The magnetic flux of the magnets 

is too high. If two or more 

magnets are swallowed, they can 

attract one another through the 

gut wall and cause perforation or 

blockage. The product does not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Toy Safety Directive and with 

the relevant European standard 

EN 71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users 
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Hungary Product: Magnetic fishing set

Brand: FmY

Name: FISHING CHALLENGE

Type/number of model: T015175

Batch number/Barcode:6900000151754

Description: Magnetic fishing game consisting of a 

plastic fishing rod and four plastic fish. Packaging: 

blister.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The magnets can easily detach 

and could cause internal injuries if 

swallowed because of their high 

magnetic flux index. The product 

does not comply with the 

requirements of the Toys Safety 

Directive and with the relevant 

European standard EN71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end user

EU/Hungary Product: Toy mobile phone

Brand: Unknown

Name: Mobile Phone Set

Type/number of model: HC193356

Batch number/Barcode:5999057761741; ID:13012

Description: Pink and white toy mobile phone with 

the inscription "Beauty" and a yellow mobile phone 

holder. It is battery operated and produces sounds. 

Packaging: blister.

Country of origin: China

Damage to hearing

The sound level is too high. The 

product does not comply with the 

requirements of the Toy Safety 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Austria Product: Cap gun

Brand: Mustang

Name: Ideal zum Spielen

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: BC - 4007832009139

Description: Black cap gun in cardboard box with 

transparent panel and adhesive label.

Country of origin: China

Damage to hearing

The peak sound pressure level is 

too high. The product does not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Toy Safety Directive and the 

relevant European standard EN 

71-1.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Estonia Product: Plastic Doll

Brand: Unknown

Name: Crazy Girl

Type/number of model: No.B92

Batch number/Barcode: EAN 6958621354566

Description: Dark-haired doll wearing blue trousers 

and a blouse made of soft plastic, approximately 

43 cm long. The toy is packed into cardboard box.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The product contains 25% by 

weight of di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 

(DEHP). This phthalate may harm 

the health of children, causing 

possible damage of the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Slovakia Product: Plastic doll

Brand: IKO

Name: Beautiful girl

Type/number of model: N: 98842 (on the label)

Batch number/Barcode:8585030098842 (on the 

label)

Description: Plastic doll with long blond hair, blue 

skirt decorated with flowers, shiny top and red 

shoes. Packed in a cardboard box with a 

transparent plastic window on the front side.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The plastic material of the head of 

the doll contains 28.9 % by weight 

of di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 

(DEHP). This phthalate may harm 

the health of children, causing 

possible damage of the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Ban on the marketing of 

the product and any 

accompanying 

measures

EU/France Product: Train with stacking blocks

Brand: HONGJI TOYS

Name: Funny Pull Train

Type/number of model: Ref: 9008

Batch number/Barcode: Lot HON 1203 ; Barcode: 

3700156690083

Description: Wooden pull-along train with pull 

string and stacking blocks, one locomotive and 

three wagons.

Country of origin: China

Choking

The product contains small part 

which can be detached 

(locomotive chimney) and 

swallowed by small children, 

causing choking. The product 

does not comply with the 

requirements of the Toy Safety 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 71-1.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Germany Product: Loom band set

Brand: Unknown

Name: Webrahmen Set

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Loom band set, including 2100 rubber 

bands in red, yellow, pink, orange, black, green, 

purple and white, diameter of 15 mm. The set also 

includes charms and fasteners. The product is 

supplied in a transparent plastic container with a 

closable lid.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The charms contain di-2-

ethylhexylphthalate (DEHP) 

(measured values up to 20.2% by 

weight). This phthalate may harm 

the health of children, causing 

possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Hungary Product: Toy mobile phone

Brand: Xi Nan Toys

Name: Super Series Mobile Phone

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: 8563241547779

Description: Black plastic toy phone. Packaging: 

blister.

Country of origin: China

Damage to hearing

The sound level is too high. The 

product does not comply with the 

requirements of the Toy Safety 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Hungary Product: Toy mobile phone

Brand: Unknown

Name: Mobile Phone

Type/number of model: HC193320

Batch number/Barcode: 5999057761727; ID:13010

Description: A toy mobile phone set consisting of a 

black and purple toy mobile phone and blue 

sunglasses. The mobile phone is battery-operated 

and produces sounds. Packaging: blister pack.

Country of origin: China

Damage to hearing

The sound level of the phone is 

too high. The product does not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Toy Safety Directive and the 

relevant European standard EN 

71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users

EU/Hungary Product: Pushchair for dolls

Brand: WEI JIA

Name: Doll Stroller

Type/number of model: NO.2239B

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Foldable, pink, toy pushchair for dolls 

with a pink, printed textile seat. The frame of the 

pushchair is made of metal. The product is 

packaged in a transparent plastic bag with a card 

label with the inscription "100% HAPPY Baby".

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The pushchair collapses easily 

when a load is applied. In addition, 

the safety lock can easily be 

released, with a consequent risk 

of injury due to entrapment, 

mainly of fingers, between moving 

parts. The product does not 

comply with requirements of the 

Toy Safety Directive and with the 

relevant European standard EN 

71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Withdrawal of the 

product from the 

market 
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Italy Product: Toy make-up set

Brand: Easy Toys

Name: Ragazzine Vanitose

Type/number of model: Item No 67

Batch number/Barcode: 8052400503676

Description: Toy make-up set containing nail 

varnish, lip gloss, eye stick and gel, eye shadow, 

glitter gel, blusher. Instructions of use in Italian and 

Spanish.

Country of origin: China

Microbiological

The total count of aerobic 

mesophilic bacteria is too high 

(measured value: 30 000 cfu/g), 

and both Coliform bacteria and 

Staphylococcus aureus were 

detected. This may cause 

infections. The product does not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Toy Safety Directive.

Compulsory measures:

Import rejected at 

border

EU/Poland Product: Plastic doll

Brand: Icom

Name: Moxie Girlz

Type/number of model: 385371

Batch number/Barcode: EAN: 6923853710800,

Batch:130220385371

Description: A plastic doll with long, blond hair, 

dressed in checked skirt and hat.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The doll contains bis (2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP) (measured 

value up to 12.9 % by 

weight).This phthalate may harm 

the health of children, causing 

possible damage of the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Poland Product: Children's cup with straw

Brand: TUMTUM

Name: Tiny Beaker

Type/number of model: 1) TT2002 - Tiny beaker 

frog 2) TT2001 - Tiny beaker cat

Batch number/Barcode: 1) 5060307070064,

2) 5060307070088

Description: The product is a toddler's cup with 

handle, a lid and a straw consisting of two parts 

with a cover. The cup is decorated with a picture of 

an animal.

Country of origin: China

Choking

The straw provided with the cup 

and its plastic cover are small 

parts, which are not permanently 

attached. Small children may 

detach these easily and place 

them in the mouth causing 

choking. The product does not 

comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14350.

Voluntary measures:

Making the marketing of 

the product subject to 

prior conditions,

Corrective measures

EU/Spain Product: Toy duck

Brand: CB - Color Baby

Name: Funny Duck Lay Eggs

Type/number of model: Ref. 40777 - Lot 1402823 -

No 669

Batch number/Barcode: 8412842407770

Description: Musical toy duck that lays eggs. 

Contains three 1.5 V AA batteries. Packaged in a 

cardboard box.

Country of origin: China

Choking

The product contains small parts 

(the eggs). Small children could 

put them in the mouth and choke 

on them. he product does not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Toy Safety Directive (and the 

relevant European standard EN 

71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Import rejected at 

border
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Latvia Product: Soft ring set

Brand: KIDS PARTY

Name: Set of soft rings

Type/number of model: Item no. 764858-HC

Batch number/Barcode: Batch no. 490795; 

EAN2000201310456

Description: Soft rings packed in a transparent 

plastic bag with a cardboard tag marked with a 

warning symbol and CE mark.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The rings contain the phthalates 

DINP (di-isononyl phthalate) 

(measured value: 0.18 %) and a 

total amount of 0.24% in the 

pthalates di-n-octylphthalate 

(DNOP), diisononyl phthalate 

(DINP) and Diisodecyl phthalate 

(DIDP). These phthalates may 

harm the health of children, 

causing possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DINP, DNOP and 

DIDP are prohibited in toys or 

childcare articles that can be 

placed in the mouth by children.

Voluntary measures:

Destruction of the 

product

EU/France Product: Soft toy

Brand: Kaloo

Name: Horse mobile

Type/number of model: 9629136

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Toy made of soft, stuffed, multi-

coloured fabric in the form of animals to be hung 

on the front of a cradle/pram using strings, cords, 

elastics or straps.

Country of origin: China

Strangulation

The obligatory warning on the toy 

and the packaging for this type of 

toy, which is intended to be hung 

above a cot, playpen or buggy, 

are missing. The child could 

become entangled in the parts of 

the toy (strings, cords) and be 

strangled if the toy is not removed 

from the cot in accordance with 

the safety warnings. The product 

does not comply with the Toy 

Safety Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 71-1.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Latvia Product: Pony set

Brand: Unknown

Name: New Type Toys - Wally Hot

Type/number of model: 7078-11/T10140026

Batch number/Barcode:4752067037838

Description: A set of two pink, plastic ponies 

packed in a transparent plastic bag with a tag 

across the top.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The product contains 13.5 % by 

mass of di-n-octylphthalate 

(DNOP). According to the REACH 

Regulation the phthalates DINP, 

DNOP and DIDP are prohibited in 

toys or childcare articles that can 

be placed in the mouth by 

children.

Voluntary measures:

Destruction of the 

product

EU/Czech 

Republic

Product: Toy police set

Brand: Unknown

Name: POLICE wagon

Type/number of model: NO.5899-B

Batch number/Barcode: Item n°: D8518 4d6*108; 

EAN: 8598518014012

Description: Children´s police set containing: 3 

black plastic projectiles with orange suction cup, 

rifle, target, compass, whistle, handcuffs and 3 

animal figurines.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The product contains 2.83 % by 

weight of di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP). This phthalate 

may harm the health of children, 

causing possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Czech 

Republic

Product: Plastic toy

Brand: Unknown

Name: Alligator

Type/number of model: Item N°: MH122; 220 

PCS/CTNS

Batch number/Barcode:8234567122000

Description: Plastic model of alligator, squeaky toy, 

dimensions of approximately 30 x 9 cm. The toy is 

sold freely, not packed.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The product contains 6.29 % by 

weight of di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP). This phthalate 

may harm the health of children, 

causing possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Spain Product: Toy building blocks

Brand: Magma

Name: Imagina Con Bloques

Type/number of model: Ref. 40300

Batch number/Barcode:8432748403003

Description: Plastic building blocks packed in a 

square box with a lid which has a back rest in the 

form of a child's seat. The box has a label showing 

the reference, information on the importer, CE 

marking, the barcode and a warning that the toy is 

intended for children over 10 months of age.

Country of origin: China

Choking

The product contains small parts 

that can be swallowed by small 

children, causing choking. The 

product does not comply with the 

requirements of the Toy Safety 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Import rejected at border
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Estonia Product: Loom bands with charms

Brand: Unknown

Name: DIY - Loom Bands

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode:2240100069172 (on the 

box),

6913145206661 (on the labelling)

Description: The kit of loom bands contains 

assorted elastic bands in different colours, charms, 

hook, and a device to make bracelets and rings. 

The kit is packed in a transparent plastic box. 

There are instructions inside the box.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The charms contain benzyl butyl 

phthalate (BBP) (measured value: 

32% by weight). This phthalate 

may harm the health of children, 

causing possible damage of the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Lithuania Product: Plastic dolls and doll sets

Brand: Unknown

Name: Anlily

Type/number of model: 002-1/2, 003-1/2/3, 006,

007-3/4, 009-1/2/3/4, 010-1/2, 016, 018-1/2,

020-1/2/3, 023-1/2/3/4, 032, 036-1/2, 037-1/2/3,

045-1/2, 1201-11, 1202-1/2/3/4, 1204-3/4,

120318-1/2/3/4

Batch number/Barcode:000001139241,

000001139243, 000001139244, 000001139245,

000001139246, 000001139235, 000001139247,

000001139248, 000001139249, 0000011392361,

000001139250, 000001139251, 000001139252,

000001139237, 000001139238, 000001139239,

000001139240

Description: Dolls and doll sets made of soft plastic 

and supplied in cardboard boxes.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The dolls contain di- (2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP) (measured 

values up to 20% by weight). This 

phthalate may harm the health of 

children, causing possible 

damage of the reproductive 

organs. According to the REACH 

Regulation the phthalates DEHP, 

DBP and BBP are prohibited in all 

toys and childcare articles.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Warning consumers of 

the risks
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Czech 

Republic

Product: Plastic toys

Brand: Unknown

Name: Insect

Type/number of model: A68051-48 PCS

Batch number/Barcode:8860876680513

Description: Set of 4 plastic lizards, dimensions 

about 12 cm, in different colours, packed in a 

plastic bag.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The products contain 2.75% by 

weight of di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP). This phthalate 

may harm the health of children, 

causing possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation, the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Czech 

Republic

Product: Plastic toy set

Brand: Unknown

Name: Real Heroes

Type/number of model: TT 22 ,

ITEM NO: TC140291

Batch number/Barcode:8004060002914

Description: Toy military kit including 11 different 

pieces e.g. a pistol, 3 rifle projectiles with red 

suction cups, soldier, binoculars, knife, 

identification tag. The product is supplied in a 

transparent bag.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The suction cups contain di-(2-

ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) and 

dibutyl phthalate (DBP) 

(measured values: 3.8% by 

weight DEHP; 1.4% DBP). These 

phthalates may harm the health of 

children, causing possible 

damage to the reproductive 

system. According to the REACH 

Regulation the phthalates DEHP, 

DBP and BBP are prohibited in all 

toys and childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Czech 

Republic

Product: Toy police set

Brand: Unknown

Name: Police Super Power

Type/number of model: N°:569; ITEM No: 

TC140285

Batch number/Barcode:8002090002850

Description: Military kit includes 9 pieces of 

accessories (1 pistol, 3 bullets with red suction 

cups, target, knife, whistle, transmitter and 

handcuffs. Packaged in a plastic transparent bag.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The product contains 2.1 % by 

weight of di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP) and 3.76 % by 

weight of dibutyl phthalate (DBP). 

These phthalates may harm the 

health of children, causing 

possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Greece Product: Children’s high chair

Brand: Moni

Name: Tasty

Type/number of model: Code: H2001

Batch number/Barcode: Barcode: 3800146237301

Description: Children’s high chair in light 

green/white or pink/white. It has a feeding tray and 

storage area. The seat is decorated with the 

pictures of a mouse, an apple and two stars. The 

product is packed in a white cardboard box.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The high chair is not sufficiently 

stable and may easily tip over 

backwards or on the side. A child 

may fall and suffer injuries. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

14988.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Hungary Product: Plastic swing

Brand: LUX

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Art. No 131

Batch number/Barcode: 5413050002217

Description: A red and yellow plastic swing with a 

safety bar and adjustable safety belt. The seat is 

equipped with double-knotted ropes. The product 

is recommended from 9 months to 3 years old.

Country of origin: China

Choking,

Injuries

The buckle of the safety belt can 

be easily pulled off. The detached 

element is a small part that could 

be placed in the mouth by the 

child, swallowed or inhaled, 

causing choking. The product also 

poses a risk of injuries because 

the swing seat is attached to the 

means of suspension only with 

knots, which may easily loosen 

and the swing could fall down. 

The product does not comply with 

the requirements of the Toy 

Safety Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 71-8.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users

EU/Hungary Product: Soft toys

Brand: BUMI

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: 1) 849008 2) 809102

Batch number/Barcode: 1) 5996033170870,

2) 5996035175882

Description: 1) Soft teddy bear with suction cup 

attached by a cord. The brown bear is wearing a 

Santa Claus hat. 2) Soft toy zebra with suction cup 

attached by a cord.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The transparent plastic of the 

suction cups contains di(2-

ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) 

(measured value up to 37% by 

weight). This phthalate may harm 

the health of children, causing 

possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation, 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Estonia Product: Babies' rattle

Brand: PIR

Name: Baby's Starts

Type/number of model: 1377

Batch number/Barcode: N°2868704; EAN: 

5901353067540

Description: Multi-coloured, plastic, bear-shaped 

rattle which is packaged in a blister pack.

Country of origin: China

Choking

Small parts may be easily 

detached from the product and 

could be put in the mouth by 

children who may choke on them. 

The toy does not comply with the 

requirements of the Toy Safety 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 71-1.

Voluntary measures:

Ban on the marketing of 

the product and any 

accompanying 

measures,

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users

EU/Czech 

Republic

Product: Plastic toy

Brand: Unknown

Name: Knight

Type/number of model: N°:90311A; 21B903-11A

Batch number/Barcode: 6919071130032

Description: Set for children including: bow, sword, 

shield and four black arrows with orange suction 

cups. Packaged in blister.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The product contains 11.9 % by 

weight of di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP). This phthalate 

may harm the health of children, 

causing possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/United 

Kingdom

Product: Activity toy

Brand: Bruin

Name: 4 in1 Gift Set

Type/number of model: 5F60CAB

Batch number/Barcode: 803516056390

Description: Multi-coloured, plastic, ball-shaped toy 

with coloured outer struts that have butterfly and 

flower-shaped beads freely moving up and down 

the struts. The toy has a central transparent 

column which houses a long, blue spiral and small, 

plastic balls. Plastic ball is packaged in a printed 

cardboard box as part of a "4 in 1" gift set of 

activity toys.

Country of origin: China

Choking

The plastic toy with struts can 

break, releasing butterfly beads 

that small children may put in the 

mouth causing choking. The 

product does not comply with the 

requirements of the Toy Safety 

Directive.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the 

market 

EU/Poland Product: Plastic doll set

Brand: ICOM

Name: Beauty Sweet

Type/number of model: #493097

Batch number/Barcode: No. 1338A

Description: Set of two plastic dolls.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The product contains 25.4 % by 

weight of di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP). This phthalate 

may harm the health of children, 

causing possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Warning consumers of 

the risks
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Latvia Product: Plastic toy ducks

Brand: Unknown

Name: Lovely Collection

Type/number of model: 30025

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Set of four squeezing rubber ducks. 

Packaging: transparent plastic bag with a paper 

label.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The toy’s material contains 24.7 

% by weight of di-isononyl 

phthalate (DINP) and 4.9 % by 

weight of di-isodecyl phthalate 

(DIDP). According to the REACH 

Regulation the phthalates DINP, 

DNOP and DIDP are prohibited in 

toys or childcare articles that can 

be placed in the mouth by 

children.

Voluntary measures:

Destruction of the 

product

EU/Slovenia Product: Charms for loom bands

Brand: Unknown

Name: Krazy Looms Bandz

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: 088168105157

Description: 6 colourful charms in different shapes 

and colours in packaging.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The products contain 0.92 % by 

weight of di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP). This phthalate 

may harm the health of children, 

causing possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Voluntary measures:

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Hungary Product: Soft toy

Brand: Lovejoy toys

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: B1-0982

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Plush yellow duck with red bow on the 

neck and with a zip at the bottom. It is operated by 

3 AG13 batteries and emits quacking sounds.

Country of origin: China

Chemical,

Choking

The battery compartment is easily 

accessible and the button 

batteries could be put in the 

mouth and swallowed by small 

children causing choking or 

damage to internal organs 

including the oesophagus and the 

stomach. The product does not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Toy Safety Directive and the 

relevant European standards EN 

62115 and EN 71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users

EU/The 

Netherlands

Product: Toy necklace

Brand: Dushi

Name: Mother and Child Necklace

Type/number of model: 02612

Batch number/Barcode: 8717681026121

Description: Necklace made of a cord with 

attached plush pendants. A breakaway mechanism 

is included in the cord. The product is packed in a 

cardboard box with a transparent cover.

Country of origin: China

Choking,

Strangulation

The breakaway mechanism is 

made of two small parts which 

can easily detach. A small child 

could put them in the mouth and 

choke. The cord of the necklace is 

too long and this may cause 

strangulation. The product does 

not comply with the requirements 

of the Toy Safety Directive and 

the relevant European standard 

EN 71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Poland Product: Push-along toy

Brand: BRIMAREX

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Art. N°: 

YG305C/YG308/307

Batch number/Barcode: 5907791529800

Description: A push-along toy made of wood 

covered with colourful paint. The toy has a body in 

the shape of a cylinder to which balls are fixed by a 

metal axle. There are also smaller balls and beads 

attached to the toy. It has a wooden handle, 

designed to be screwed into a hole in the body, 

which is used to push the toy along. While being 

pushed, there is a sound of the balls hitting each 

other.

Country of origin: China

Choking

The product releases small parts 

(the balls hanging on cords), 

small children may place these in 

the mouth and choke on them. 

The product does not comply with 

the requirements of Toy Safety 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the 

market 

EU/Hungary Product: Plastic doll

Brand: Unknown

Name: E'LAINE - Vogue Doll

Type/number of model: No.3037

Batch number/Barcode: 6945935430376

Description: Plastic doll dressed in a lacy blouse 

and skirt and supplied in a cardboard box with a 

transparent window.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The head of the doll contains di-

(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) 

(measured value: 35% by weight). 

This phthalate may harm the 

health of children, causing 

possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Slovakia Product: Plastic doll with accessories

Brand: GF - GHOST FESTIVAL

Name: Fashion angle

Type/number of model: P54486 (on the label)

Batch number/Barcode: EAN: 8586017054486 (on 

the label)

Description: Plastic doll with long blue and violet 

hair, wearing red and silver clothes, violet shoes. 

Accessories: red comb, black ring in the shape of a 

spider. Packed in a transparent plastic packaging 

with a cardboard back.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The head of the doll contains 

26.2% by weight of di-(2-

ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP). 

This phthalate may harm the 

health of children, causing 

possible damage of the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Import rejected at border

EU/Hungary Product: Plastic doll

Brand: GIRL MAGIC

Name: Charm girl

Type/number of model: No. 777

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Plastic doll made of green-blue plastic. 

The dolls have pink-and-blue or black-and-white 

hair. Packaging: a cardboard box with a 

transparent window.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The head of the doll contains 31% 

by weight of di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP). This phthalate 

may harm the health of children, 

causing possible damage of the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Slovakia Product: Plastic doll

Brand: Bilbo

Name: Cute Baby

Type/number of model: NO. 345 ,

P53687

Batch number/Barcode: 8586017053687

Description: Plastic doll with long brown hair in two 

braids, green skirt decorated with golden flowers, 

shiny pink top and red shoes. The product is 

supplied in a cardboard box with a transparent 

plastic window.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The doll contains di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP) (measured 

value: 12.5% by weight). This 

phthalate may harm the health of 

children, causing possible 

damage to the reproductive 

system. According to the REACH 

Regulation the phthalates DEHP, 

DBP and BBP are prohibited in all 

toys and childcare articles

Compulsory measures:

Import rejected at border

EU/Hungary Product: Plastic doll

Brand: Lovely Patsy

Name: MY CHIC Collection

Type/number of model: 79K5F13; Item No. 10067

Batch number/Barcode: 430000184552

Description: Brown haired plastic doll dressed in a 

pink dress. Packaging: a cardboard box with a 

transparent window.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The head of the doll contains 19% 

by weight of di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP) and 0.3% by 

weight of di(2-buthyl) phthalate 

(DBP). These phthalates may 

harm the health of children, 

causing possible damage of the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Slovakia Product: Plastic doll

Brand: Unknown

Name: Angel

Type/number of model: Item No: 4910075

Batch number/Barcode: 8713149100754

Description: Plastic doll of about 11 cm with wings, 

mounted on a stand. The product is supplied in a 

transparent plastic cylinder.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The doll contains di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP) (measured 

value: 23.8% by weight). This 

phthalate may harm the health of 

children, causing possible 

damage to the reproductive 

system. According to the REACH 

Regulation the phthalates DEHP, 

DBP and BBP are prohibited in all 

toys and childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Ban on the marketing of 

the product and any 

accompanying 

measures

EU/Poland Product: Toy gun

Brand: KARO

Name: Dart Blister

Type/number of model: AO-305/306B7

Batch number/Barcode: 7460800000205

Description: The set includes a toy gun and three 

bullets in the form of arrows made of soft foam. At 

the ends of the missiles there are suction cups 

attached. The set includes also a plastic part (to be 

mounted on the gun) in which the bullets may be 

stored.

Country of origin: China

Choking

The suction cups may be easily 

detached from the arrows by a 

child when playing. Children may 

put them into the mouth and try to 

swallow. The small elements may 

get stuck in the respiratory tract 

which can lead to choking. The 

product does not comply with the 

requirements of the Toy Safety 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the 

market 
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Greece Product: Children’s high chair

Brand: MOTHER BABY

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Model: YS89

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Children’s multicoloured (blue, orange 

and light green) high chair with adjustable back 

rest. It bears a feeding tray. The seat is decorated 

with the picture of a zebra. The product is packed 

in a white carton, with dimensions: 55x28x70 cm.

Country of origin: Taiwan

Injuries

The high chair is unstable and 

could fall to the ground, causing 

injuries to the child. In addition, 

the child’s fingers may be 

entrapped in the pinch point 

between the lateral protection and 

the tray. The product does not 

comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14988.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Austria Product: Soft toy dog

Brand: Zheng Xin Toys

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Soft toy dog, in various colours, with 

glued-on hat, brown eyes and black nose, small 

bell.

Country of origin: China

Choking

The eyes, nose and little bell 

become easily detached. This 

may lead small children to put 

them in the mouth, suck or 

swallow them, causing choking. In 

addition, the battery compartment 

could be opened leaving the small 

batteries accessible. If put in the 

mouth and ingested by children, 

the batteries may pose a chemical 

risk. The product does not comply 

with the requirements of the Toy 

Safety Directive.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Austria Product: Soft toy dog

Brand: Hracky D & P

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: 6 140513 211037

Description: Soft toy dog (in cream, beige, pink) 

with brown plastic eyes and a black plastic nose; 

small bell glued to rubber band and dog; battery 

compartment for 2 x 1.5 V batteries.

Country of origin: China

Choking

The eyes, nose and little bell 

become easily detached. This 

may lead small children to put 

them in the mouth, suck or 

swallow them, causing choking. In 

addition, the battery compartment 

could be opened leaving the small 

batteries accessible. If put in the 

mouth and ingested by children, 

the batteries may pose a chemical 

risk. The product does not comply 

with the requirements of the Toy 

Safety Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 71-1.

Voluntary measures:

Destruction of the 

product,

Recall of the product 

from end users

EU/Poland Product: Plastic toy pony

Brand: Ronyulong Toys Factory

Name: My Lovely Merry

Type/number of model: PZM-0909A

Batch number/Barcode: 5902496082186

Description: A toy horse with pink hair, in yellow 

panties and with a yellow band on the neck. It is 

made of soft plastic, packed up in a transparent, 

rigid, rectangular box with colour insert.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The product contains 19.1 % by 

weight of di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP). This phthalate 

may harm the health of children, 

causing possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Poland Product: Plastic doll set

Brand: Gina

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: BT399444/6013

Batch number/Barcode: 5902496088096

Description: Plastic doll with accessories consisting 

of a plastic doll and a small doll in the bath tub. 

The doll has blond, long hair and is wearing a 

dress made of colourful fabric. The package 

includes also accessories: comb, shoes, dress. 

The product is packaged in a colorful cardboard 

box with transparent window.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The plastic material of the doll' 

contains 29.4 % by weight of di-

(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP). 

This phthalate may harm the 

health of children, causing 

possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Spain Product: Wooden rattle

Brand: TUC-TUC

Name: MI PRIMER SONAJERO (My First Rattle)

Type/number of model: ref. 04672 (berries) and ref. 

04115 (pirate)

Batch number/Barcode: 8433334055996

Description: Two rattles, one coloured pink (ref. 

04672): and the other red (ref. 04115)

Country of origin: China

Choking

The product may break and 

release small parts. A child could 

put them in the mouth and choke 

on them. The products do not 

meet the requirements of the Toy 

Safety Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Poland Product: Push- along toy

Brand: Unknown

Name: Butterfly

Type/number of model: #536859

Batch number/Barcode: 6925368590809

Description: A push-along toy in the form of a 

butterfly made of colourful plastic. The single 

elements of the toy: the body, the handle, the 

coupler (length approx. 25 mm) and a rod (length 

approx. 380 mm) should be connected to each 

other. The toy has two wheels (diameter approx. 

59 mm) mounted on a metal rod (diameter about 

2.5 mm). The wings move while the toy is being 

moved as they are connected to the wheels 

through longitudinal plastic connectors (length 

approx. 85 mm) attached to the wheels by plastic 

pins. 

Country of origin: China

Choking,

Suffocation

The product releases small parts 

(the plastic connector, the bolt 

and plastic balls) that children 

may put in the mouth causing 

choking. Furthermore, the plastic 

bag containing the toy is not 

sufficiently thick and may cause 

suffocation if a child puts it over 

the mouth. The product does not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Toys Directive and with the 

relevant European standard EN 

71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Poland Product: Plastic doll

Brand: Magic Toys

Name: Lovely

Type/number of model: REG/048308

Batch number/Barcode: 5907542607894

Description: Plastic doll wearing a yellow top and 

pink skirt. It has plastic, blue hair and a green 

handbag. The doll is packed in a cardboard box 

with a transparent window.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The product contains 25.5 % by 

weight of di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP). This phthalate 

may harm the health of children, 

causing possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Luxembo

urg

Product: Charms for loom bands

Brand: Fancy Loom

Name: Rubber Bands

Type/number of model: LB30C50S

Batch number/Barcode: 3700863401545

Description: Small transparent plastic bag (9cm x 

9cm) containing 30 charms and 50 s-clips for 

rubber loom bracelets.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The charms contain di(2-

ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP) 

(measured values up to 32% by 

weight). This phthalate may harm 

the health of children, causing 

possible damage of the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/France Product: Soap bubble toy

Brand: Paul Import

Name: Bubble

Type/number of model: Ref.: 8194

Batch number/Barcode: Barcode: 4026272081949

Description: Bottle of bubble liquid with a blower 

supplied in blister packaging. The blower is in the 

shape of a plastic drinks can with a straw. The 

action of blowing into the straw lifts up a blower 

which produces bubbles.

Country of origin: China

Microbiological

The total count of aerobic 

mesophilic bacteria is too high 

(measured value above 300 000 

CFU/g). There is a risk of infection 

if the liquid is swallowed or comes 

into contact with the skin. The 

product does not comply with the 

requirements of the Toy Safety 

Directive.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Luxembo

urg

Product: Charms for loom bands

Brand: Toi-Toys

Name: Charms for Loom Bands

Type/number of model: Art no. 41880

Batch number/Barcode: 8714627418804

Description: Small transparent plastic bag (10 cm x 

14 cm) containing 4 charms for loom bands 

bracelets.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The charms contain di(2-

ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP) 

(measured values up to 26% by 

weight). This phthalate may harm 

the health of children, causing 

possible damage of the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Poland Product: Plastic doll

Brand: Magic Toys

Name: Lovely

Type/number of model: ITEM NO. 00860158 

FACTORY ITEM NO.9005

Batch number/Barcode: 5907308706755

Description: Plastic doll wearing a pink dress. It 

has plastic, blue hair and a green handbag. It's 

packaged in a cardboard box with plastic.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The product contains 22.9 % by 

weight of di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP). This phthalate 

may harm the health of children, 

causing possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Poland Product: Babies' rattle

Brand: MIXIMPORT

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: ZA-0400Z

Batch number/Barcode: 5900632011854

Description: A colourful rattle in the shape of a 

monkey, made of a rigid plastic. The toy monkey 

has a muzzle in the form of a rotating ellipsoid 

which contains rattling elements.

Country of origin: China

Choking

The tail and the heart on the 

monkey are small parts that may 

be easily detached. Small children 

may put them the mouth causing 

choking. The product does not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Toy Safety Directive and the 

relevant European standard EN 

71-1.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Poland Product: Babies' rattle

Brand: Yi Le Yuan

Name: Baby gift

Type/number of model: ZA-0399Z

Batch number/Barcode: 720/360/01,

5900632011847

Description: Rattle in the shape of a sphere with 

rattling elements and a rotating handle. The toy is 

made of rigid coloured plastic.

Country of origin: China

Choking

The ball of the rattle may break 

easily releasing the small rattling 

elements. Small children may put 

them in the mouth and swallow 

them, causing choking. The 

product does not comply with the 

requirements of the Toy Safety 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 71-1.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Poland Product: Plastic toys

Brand: Nowa

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: NG8152317

Batch number/Barcode: 6991281523170

Description: A set of four frogs (one big and three 

small) made of plastic, which emit sounds when 

squeezed. The toy is supplied in a plastic net.

Country of origin: China

Choking,

Damage to hearing

The small whistles emitting the 

sound can easily detach. A small 

child could put them in the mouth 

and choke. In addition, the sound 

level is too high and this may 

cause damage to hearing. The 

product does not comply with the 

requirements of the Toy Safety 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 71-1.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Poland Product: Plastic mermaid doll

Brand: Le Xiang Toys Factory

Name: Lovely

Type/number of model: REG/048808

Batch number/Barcode: 5907542608532

Description: A plastic mermaid doll with a blue, 

shining fish tail and long, blue hair. The doll comes 

as part of a set with a mirror, a hairbrush, a 

necklace and a tiara. The toy is packed in plastic 

attached to a cardboard backing on an underwater 

image.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The product contains 20.3 % by 

weight of di-(2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate (DEHP). This phthalate 

may harm the health of children, 

causing possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Poland Product: Toy pushchair

Brand: Penghui Toys Factory

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: #282453

Batch number/Barcode: 6922824530805

Description: A toy pushchair for dolls, consisting of 

metal tubes with a diameter of approx. 13 mm 

connected to each other using metal rivets through 

plastic fittings and washers. The stroller has a 

safety locking device on the back and a seat of a 

width of 190 mm made from textile material.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The pushchair collapses easily 

when pressure is applied to the 

seat, with consequent risk of 

injury due to entrapment, mainly 

of fingers, between moving parts. 

The product does not comply with 

the requirements of the Toy 

Safety Directive and the relevant 

European Standard EN 71-1.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users

EU/Poland Product: Plastic doll

Brand: Meida Toys Factory

Name: Fad Style Charming Girl

Type/number of model: REG/046604

Batch number/Barcode: 5907542607924

Description: Plastic doll wearing pink dress with 

long red hair. The toy is packaged in a pink 

cardboard box with a transparent window.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The plastic material of the doll 

contains 26.5 % by weight of di-

(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP). 

This phthalate may harm the 

health of children, causing 

possible damage to the 

reproductive system. According to 

the REACH Regulation the 

phthalates DEHP, DBP and BBP 

are prohibited in all toys and 

childcare articles.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Children’s products and toys

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Cyprus Product: High chair

Brand: Olmitos

Name: Les Petits Princeps

Type/number of model: Ref. 5177

Batch number/Barcode: 8414147051771

Description: High chair with tray.

Country of origin: Taiwan

Injuries

There is gap between the tray and 

the armrest where the fingers of a 

child can get caught, causing 

injuries. The product does not 

comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14988.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

USA Product: Incredible Play Yards

Brand: Dream On Me

Name: Dream On Me Play Yards

Type/number of model: 436A, 436B, 436G, 436O, 

436P and 436R

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: The play yards, made with a steel, 

powder-coated frame base with rolling, hooded 

casters, have a fabric and mesh covering that 

comes in a variety of colors. The play yard includes 

a changing top, a toy bar with soft toys for 

entertainment, a side pocket for storage and a 

carrying case.

Country of origin: China

The play yard’s rails can collapse, 

presenting a strangulation 

hazards to young children.

Consumers should 

immediately stop using 

the recalled play yards 

and contact Dream On 

Me to receive a free 

repair kit.
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Softlines

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Cyprus Product: Girls' bikini

Brand: Speedo

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: 43-342-5180

Batch number/Barcode: 5039247816285

Description: Bikini intended for girls up to 12 years 

of age. The top part of the garment is pink and the 

bottom is red. It has halter-neck-style loose ends in 

the neck area and functional cords to be tied at the 

back.

Country of origin: China

Injuries,

Strangulation

Cords with loose ends can 

become trapped during various 

activities of a child. A loop can be 

created causing injuries or 

strangulation. The product does 

not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN-14682.

Voluntary measures:

Destruction of the 

product 

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the 

market 

EU/Cyprus Product: Girls' dress

Brand: 4ANS

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: ZX07

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Strapless green dress intended for 

girls up to 4 years old, containing decorative halter 

neck cords.

Country of origin: China

Strangulation

The halter neck cords can 

become trapped during various 

activities of a child, causing 

strangulation. The product does 

not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the 

market 
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Softlines

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Bulgaria Product: Buoyancy aid

Brand: Unknown

Name: Bathing costume

Type/number of model: Orange „Swim Vest – Step 

A”, yellow „Swim Vest – step B”, blue „Bonch Vest 

– step С”.

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Buoyancy aids (vests) fastened at the 

front by means of two plastic snap buttons. The 

size of the vest can be adjusted by means of 2 

plastic buckles. It has three inflatable chambers. 

On the front of the vest there are inscriptions 

„Bonch Vest Step С, Step A, Step B, Pool School”. 

The products are sold in transparent, polyethylene 

packaging with a colourful, paper insert.

Country of origin: China

Drowning

The valve of the vest is not a non-

return valve.This means that air 

can leak, causing the vest to 

deflate with a risk of drowning for 

the user. The product does not 

comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 13138.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Greece Product: Girls’ sweatshirt

Brand: Miss AZUR

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Style: AF-482,

Retailer code: 131-0715

Batch number/Barcode:5203911738566

Description: Girls’ sweatshirt in blue or pink with a 

hood with yellow drawstrings and a yellow zipper. 

The sweatshirts are decorated with a big heart 

made from sequins on the front and bear paper 

and textile labels. Sizes: up to 12 years.

Country of origin: China

Strangulation

The drawstrings in the hood may 

become trapped, wrap around the 

neck of the child and cause 

strangulation. The product does 

not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Making the marketing of 

the product subject to 

prior conditions
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Softlines

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Greece Product: Boys’ clothing set

Brand: YONK 46

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Style: DY-602, Galioni

code: 131-0719

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: 1. Outfit consisting of a blue sweatshirt 

with a hood with green drawstrings and a pair of 

blue trousers with green drawstrings. Size: 4 years. 

2. Outfit consisting of a green sweatshirt with a 

hood with yellow drawstrings and a white t-shirt. 

Size: 12 years. All items bear the inscription 

“YONK 46 NEW YORK”.

Country of origin: China

Injuries,

Strangulation

The drawstrings in the hood can 

become trapped and wrapped 

around the neck of the child 

causing strangulation. The 

drawstrings in the waist can 

become trapped, forcing the child 

to fall and suffer injuries. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

14682.

Compulsory measures:

Making the marketing of 

the product subject to 

prior conditions

EU/Cyprus Product: Girls' bikini

Brand: Katia

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: 12107

Batch number/Barcode:7443170941071

Description: Multi-coloured bikini, intended for girls 

up to 4 years of age. The top has halter-neck cords 

and there are functional cords to be tied at the 

back as well as decorative cords in the waist area 

(190 mm long each side).

Country of origin: China

Injuries,

Strangulation

The presence of cords in the neck, 

back and waist area can lead to 

strangulation and injuries, 

respectively. The product does 

not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Softlines

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Greece Product: Girls’ dress

Brand: MISS AZUR

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Style: AF-514, Galioni

code: 131-0739

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Girls’ white dress with a blue bow at 

the back area that can be easily untied. The 

product is decorated in front with the picture of a 

girl on a scooter and the inscription “Love Move” in 

red. Sizes: 2 to 12 years.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The cords in the back area can 

become trapped and could force 

the child to fall, causing injuries. 

The product does not comply with 

the relevant European standard 

EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Making the marketing of 

the product subject to 

prior conditions

EU/Greece Product: Boys’ shorts

Brand: Small Gang

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Style: Y3-1100,

Retailers' code: 131-0747

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Boys’ orange shorts with a tie-belt, 2 

outer pockets and 2 drawstrings that hang below 

the lower edge of the garment.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The drawstrings in the lower 

edges of the garment may 

become trapped during various 

activities of a child, causing 

injuries. The product does not 

comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Voluntary measures:

Corrective measures 

Compulsory measures:

Making the marketing of 

the product subject to 

prior conditions
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Softlines

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Cyprus Product: Girls' bikini

Brand: YES! DO KID'S (YES!DO)

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: XS 5014

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Pink bikini intended for girls up to 4 

years old. The bikini is designed with cords to be 

tied at the back of the garment.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

A loop can be created by the 

cords, which can become trapped 

during various activities of a child 

and lead to injuries. The product 

does not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Cyprus Product: Girls' swimsuit

Brand: Speedo

Name: Diva Halterneck

Type/number of model: Junior / 43-063-5253

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Yellow coloured bikini, intended for 

girls up to 8 years old. The garment is designed 

with halter neck cords.

Country of origin: China

Strangulation

The product has cords with loose 

ends in the neck area that can get 

trapped during various activities of 

a child. A loop can be created and 

the child may be strangled. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

14682.

Voluntary measures:

Destruction of the 

product 

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Softlines

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Cyprus Product: Girls' bikini

Brand: Tropicana

Name: Beach Accessories

Type/number of model: 07-731

Batch number/Barcode:5291301077319

Description: Bikini in orange and light green 

colours, intended for girls up to 4 years of age. The 

top of the bikini bears halter neck cords and cords 

to be tied at the back.

Country of origin: China

Injuries,

Strangulation

The presence of the halter neck 

cords and functional cords to be 

tied at the back can lead to 

strangulation and injuries, 

respectively. The product does 

not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Spain Product: Children's clothing set

Brand: TOM et KIDDY

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode:3448414904939

Description: Young child's clothing set consisting of 

an anorak jacket with hood, a long-sleeved top and 

trousers. Size: 12 months.

Country of origin: China

Choking

The small zip pull in the neck area 

may easily come off when the 

hood is removed. Small children 

may put it in the mouth and choke 

on it. The product does not 

comply with the relevant national 

standard UNE 40902.

Compulsory measures:

Import rejected at border
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Softlines

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Greece Product: Girls’ dress

Brand: MISS AZUR

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Style: AF-344, retailers 

code: 121-0720

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Girls’ orange dress with a decorative 

bow on the chest area. The garment bears 

shoulder straps with bows that can be easily untied, 

providing free ends with length longer than 75 mm. 

Sizes: 2 to 12 years.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The cords on the shoulder straps 

can become trapped, they could 

force the child to fall, causing 

injuries. The product does not 

comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Voluntary measures:

Corrective measures 

Compulsory measures:

Making the marketing of 

the product subject to 

prior conditions 

EU/Bulgaria Product: Children's sandals

Brand: HXY

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Pink sandals for children under 3 

years of age, made of PVC material, in the form of 

fish. They have a fitted front with decorative 

elements. The eyes of the fish have moving pupils 

and in the inside of the shoe there is a built-in, 

silicone piece with pictures of fish cartoon 

characters.

Country of origin: China

Choking

Small parts may detach easily 

from the products (the decorative 

elements of the shoes) and be 

swallowed by small children, 

causing choking.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Softlines

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Greece Product: Girls’ blouse

Brand: GIONA GOOD

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Style: BB119-2. 

Distributor's code:141-0910

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Girls’ white top with a long, functional 

loop intended to be tied at the back. Sizes: 4 - 12 

years.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The product has a cord loop that 

is to be tied at the back. The cord 

may become trapped during 

various activities of a child, 

causing the child to fall and suffer 

injuries. The product does not 

comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Making the marketing of 

the product subject to 

prior conditions 

EU/Greece Product: Boys’ trousers

Brand: UNDER 18 JUST FOR YOU

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Style: M-1179, retailer's 

code: 141-0913

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Boys’ trousers in red or blue with the 

inscription “LUCKKING” in white on both legs. The 

garment has a white drawstring in the waist area. 

Size: 2 years.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The drawstring in the waist area 

can become trapped and could 

force the child to fall, causing 

injuries. The product does not 

comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Voluntary measures:

Corrective measures 

Compulsory measures:

Making the marketing of 

the product subject to 

prior conditions
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Product Category: Softlines

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Greece Product: Boys' shorts

Brand: SMALL GANG VINTAGE

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Style: N4-1146,

Retailer's code: 141-1000

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Boys' shorts in red, blue, green or 

black with the inscription “CALIFORNIA” in various 

colours on the left legs. Sizes: 10 - 12 years.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The drawstrings in the waist area 

may become trapped during 

various activities of a child, 

causing injuries. The product 

does not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Voluntary measures:

Corrective measures 

Compulsory measures:

Making the marketing of 

the product subject to 

prior conditions

EU/Greece Product: Girls’ dresses

Brand: YES!DO

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: 1) Style: BM-44, retailer's 

code: 141-0993 2) Style: KL170, retailer's code: 

131-0786 3) Style: KL174, retailer's code: 131-

0785

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Girls' dresses with tie belts. 1) White 

dress decorated with green/pink or orange/blue 

flowers, with either a green or orange ribbon (less 

than 30 mm width) in the waist area that is to be 

tied at the back. Sizes: 12 and 18 months. 2) White 

dress with a red band around the hem and a red 

and a white tie belt (more than 30 mm width) to be 

tied at the back. Sample size: 1 - 3 years. 3) White 

dress with red polka dots on the sleeves and red 

parts with white polka dots at the upper and lower 

ends. 

Country of origin: China

Injuries

If the tie belt becomes trapped 

they could force the child to fall, 

causing injuries. The product 

does not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Voluntary measures:

Corrective measures 

Compulsory measures:

Making the marketing of 

the product subject to 

prior conditions 
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Product Category: Softlines `

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Greece Category: Clothing, textiles and fashion items

Product: Girls’ dress

Brand: MISS LOVE

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Style: 2323, retailer's code: 

131-0807

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Girls’ white dress with dark blue polka 

dots, decorated with pictures of bows. The 

garment bears a dark blue ribbon (less than 30 

mm width) in the waist area that is to be tied at the 

back area. Size: 3 years.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The ribbon in the back area can 

become trapped, it could force the 

child to fall, causing injuries. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

14682.

Voluntary measures:

Corrective measures 

Compulsory measures:

Making the marketing of 

the product subject to 

prior conditions

EU/Greece Product: Girls’ clothing set

Brand: YES!DO

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Style: KL162, Distributor's 

code: 131-0748

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Girls’ clothing set consisting of an 

orange dress and orange bolero. The dress has 

white horizontal stripes and a white decoration with 

green leaves and orange fruits at the bottom. The 

bolero has two, long cords in the neck area. Size of 

the sample: 12 months.

Country of origin: China

Strangulation

The product has fabric cords in 

the neck area that may become 

trapped during various activities of 

a child or get wrapped around the 

neck of the child causing 

strangulation. The product does 

not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Voluntary measures:

Corrective measures 

Compulsory measures:

Making the marketing of 

the product subject to 

prior conditions 
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Product Category: Softlines

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Greece Product: Boys’ trousers

Brand: UNDER 18 JUST FOR YOU

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Style: M-1181, retailer's 

code: 141-0911

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Boys’ trousers in grey colour with 

various inscriptions in white and blue on the left leg. 

The garment bears a white drawstring in the waist 

area. Sizes of the samples: 8, 10 and 12 years.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The drawstrings in the waist area 

can become trapped, they could 

force the child to fall, causing 

injuries. The product does not 

comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Voluntary measures:

Corrective measures 

Compulsory measures:

Making the marketing of 

the product subject to 

prior conditions

EU/Cyprus Product: Girls' dress

Brand: Quenny

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: P4 - 2126

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Pink, cotton dress with thin straps, 

intended for girls up to 6 years. The dress has 

decorative cords in the chest area ending in green 

beads.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The product has functional cords 

which are too long and can 

become trapped during various 

activities of a child. A loop can be 

created that could lead to injuries 

to the child. The product does not 

comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Product Category: Softlines

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Cyprus Product: Girls' bikini

Brand: Fox Kids Accessories

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: KAS 12-90707

Batch number/Barcode: 996057393910

Description: Pink bikini intended for girls up to 10 

years old. The top has halter-neck, loose ends and 

functional cords to be tied at the back.

Country of origin: China

Injuries,

Strangulation

The product has cords with loose 

ends in the neck area and 

functional cords to be tied at the 

back. Loose ends on children’s 

clothing can become trapped 

during various activities of a child; 

a loop can be created and injuries 

or strangulation to the child may 

occur. The product does not 

comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Corrective measures

EU/Ireland Product: Babies' slippers

Brand: Unknown

Name: Elmo Slippers - Cookie Monster Slipper

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: Style Numbers: 6440891 

Red, 6440892 Blue

Description: Babies' slippers in red and blue 

colours.

Country of origin: Hong Kong

Choking

The small eyes on the slippers 

may be easily detached. A small 

child could place them in the 

mouth and choke on them.

Voluntary measures:

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Product Category: Softlines

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Cyprus Product: Girls' bikini

Brand: Power Flower

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: F361

Batch number/Barcode:

12SC160003/2210000043763

Description: Bikini intended for girls up to 6 years 

old. The top part of the swimwear can be tied or 

adjusted with halter neck cords and functional 

cords at the back area of the garment. The bottom 

part can be tied or adjusted with functional cords in 

the waist area, 300 mm long each one.

Country of origin: China

Injuries,

Strangulation

The product poses a risk of 

strangulation and injuries due to 

the presence of free-end halter 

neck cords and drawstrings that 

are tied at the back of bikini. It 

also poses a risk of injuries due to 

the presence of functional cords 

in the waist area. The bikini does 

not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN-14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Cyprus Product: Boys' trousers

Brand: J.N.S B.O.Y (JNS BOY)

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: A-180

Batch number/Barcode:

14SC620010/2210000104877

Description: Grey coloured short trousers intended 

for boys up to 8 years old. Garment bears light 

green coloured functional cords -23 cm long 

approximately each side - in the waist area.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The drawstrings in the waist area 

can become trapped during 

various activities of a child. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Product Category: Softlines

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Sweden Product: Decorative pillow

Brand: Turiform

Name: Chrinkle

Type/number of model: Art no. 110110118780

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Light purple decorative pillow, 45 x 45 

cm.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The purple textile of the product 

contains the aromatic amine 4-

aminoazobenzene above the 

permitted levels (measured 

concentration up to 147 mg/kg). 

When the product is in direct and 

prolonged contact with the skin, 

the aromatic amine may be 

absorbed by the skin. Aromatic 

amines can cause cancer, cell 

mutations and affect reproduction. 

The product does not comply with 

the REACH Regulation

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Hungary Product: Children’s jacket

Brand: Glorious

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: TFY-2403

Batch number/Barcode:3002100759182

Description: Children's jacket in beige colour with 

zip. The hood includes a non-fixed, elastic 

drawstring with plastic toggles on the ends. Size: 

146.

Country of origin: China

Injuries,

Strangulation

The presence of an unattached 

drawstring with toggles on the 

ends in the hood can lead to 

strangulation. The cord is elastic 

and, if pulled, the toggles may 

spring back into the eyes and face 

causing injuries. The product 

does not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Hungary Product: Children’s jacket

Brand: "A" CLASSIC FASHION

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: 1. model: W-32; 2. model: 

W-29; 3. model: W-074

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: 1. Light blue windbreaker jacket 

decorated with a white stripe. 2. Blue windbreaker 

decorated with a white stripe. 3. Bluish grey, polar-

lined windbreaker. The hoods on the jackets 

include a non-fixed elastic drawstring with plastic 

toggles on the ends. Size: 104,110,116,122, 

128,140.

Country of origin: China

Injuries,

Strangulation

The presence of a drawstring with 

toggles on the ends in the hood 

can lead to strangulation. The 

cord is elastic and, if pulled, the 

toggles may spring back into the 

eyes and face causing injuries. 

The product does not comply with 

the relevant European standard 

EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users

EU/Hungary Product: Children’s jacket

Brand: AOLES

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: 1. model: YM9104; 2. 

model: YF9100

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: 1. Lined and hooded children's jacket 

with zip. The product is available in four different 

colour combinations. 2. Green-white-black lined 

and hooded children's jacket with zip. The hood 

includes a non-fixed drawstring with knots and 

metal toggles on the ends. Size: 140/146, 152/158, 

158/164, 164/170

Country of origin: China

Strangulation

The presence of the drawstring 

with knots and toggles on the 

ends in the hood can lead to 

strangulation. The product does 

not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 
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EU/Bulgaria Product: Girls' dresses

Brand: Sunboree

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Dresses with functional 

drawstrings: code AY73-422; code CF35-23; code 

DA84-43; code DV25-978; code EL94-112;

Dresses with tie belt: code ET43-4, code CK34-

844, code CY73-56, code DZ94-1253, code EN64-

47, code BK23-136, code ED92-60, code DD32-3, 

code ER-1458, code BX15-342, code M845-2526, 

code BJ74-820

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Various girls' dresses, designed with 

functional drawstrings or tie belts. The inside of the 

dresses have a sewn textile label with the brand 

name, the country of origin and the age of the child.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The dresses have a belt or 

functional cords in the waist area, 

intended to be tied at the back, 

which hang below the hem of the 

garment when untied.The belt or 

cords may become trapped during 

various activities of a child, 

causing injuries. The product 

does not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Corrective measures

EU/Hungary Product: Children's sweatshirt

Brand: PLAY BACK LOS ANGELES

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: G-029

Batch number/Barcode:6011037100292

Description: Children’s orange sweatshirt with 

hood and kangaroo pocket. Size: 134, 140, 146, 

152, 158, 164

Country of origin: China

Strangulation

The unattached drawstring with 

free ends in the hood may 

become trapped during various 

activities of a child, causing 

strangulation. The product does 

not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 
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EU/Hungary Product: Children's trousers

Brand: Nice Wear

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: 978

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Grey leisure trousers with pockets and 

drawstrings in the waistband and below the lower 

edge. Size: 134,140,146

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The unattached drawstrings in the 

waist area and the ones in the 

ankle area, which hang below the 

lower hem, may become trapped 

during various activities of a child, 

causing injuries. The product 

does not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users

EU/Hungary Product: Children’s sweatshirt

Brand: Peggy

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: 24320

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Children’s sweatshirt with hood, zip-

fastener and kangaroo pocket. The product is 

available in various colours. Size: 134-152

Country of origin: China

Strangulation

The unattached drawstring with 

free ends in the hood may 

become trapped during various 

activities of a child, causing 

strangulation. The product does 

not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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EU/Greece Product: Boys’ swimming shorts

Brand: Du Pareil au même

Name: BOXMED

Type/number of model: Batch: #58826

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Boys’ swimming shorts in yellow with 

multi-coloured, marine pictures. Sizes: from12 

months to 14 years.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The drawstrings in the waist may 

become trapped during various 

activities of a child, causing 

injuries. The product does not 

comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Bulgaria Product: Children’s clothing set

Brand: CANTARANA

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: НХ-040, НХ-038, НХ-042

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Two-piece children’s outfit, intended 

for young children up to 7 years as well as for older 

children between 7 to 14 years. The top has a front 

zip and various inscriptions, sewn figures and 

embroideries.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The functional cords in the waist 

of the trousers may become 

trapped during various activities of 

a child, causing injuries. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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EU/Lithuania Product: Children’s clothing set

Brand: Active

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: art. YT-338,

Batch number/Barcode: 5906734618083

Description: The children’s clothing set consists of 

three parts: a sweatshirt with hood, trousers and a 

t-shirt, with identical appliqués on the front. There 

is also the inscription "Vintage brand".

Country of origin: China

Strangulation

The hood of the sweatshirt has 

cords in the neck area that may 

become caught and could cause 

the child to be strangled. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Bulgaria Product: Children's clothing set

Brand: Ni Ni 05 New Fashion

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: LU1396

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Children's sports clothing set of two 

parts: a sweatshirt and trousers. Intended for 

children up to 14 years. The size of the sample is 

10.

Country of origin: China

Strangulation,

Injuries

The functional cords in the hood 

and in the waist area can become 

trapped during various activities of 

a child, causing strangulation or 

injuries. The product does not 

comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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EU/Hungary Product: Children's jacket

Brand: QiFeng

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: 5088B

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Grey and red, hooded jacket for 

children with zip. The hood includes non-fixed 

elastic drawstrings with plastic toggles at the ends. 

Size: 122, 128

Country of origin: China

Injuries,

Strangulation

The product has cord with toggles 

on the ends in the hood that may 

become caught and the child may 

be strangled.The cord is elastic 

and if a child pulls it, the toggles 

may spring back into his/her eyes 

and face causing injuries. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users

EU/Lithuania Product: Children’s clothing set

Brand: Tipykid

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: art. HB-981

Batch number/Barcode: Not indicated

Description: The children’s clothing set consists of 

a sweatshirt with hood and brown trousers. The 

sweatshirt is made of pink material. On the front 

there are transparent beads and the word "du st“. 

On both sleeves there are functional textile cords 

designed to regulate the length of the sleeve. 

Cords ends are free.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The product has cords in the 

sleeves that can easily become 

entangled or trapped during the 

various activities of a child, 

causing injuries. The product 

does not comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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EU/Greece Product: Girls’ blouse

Brand: MISS AZUR

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Style: PG-007, retailer's 

code: 121-0721

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Girls’ white blouse decorated with 

multicoloured flowers. The garment bears 2 

decorative fabric strips in the neck area with length 

longer than 75 mm. Sizes: 2, 10 and 12 years.

Country of origin: China

Strangulation

The decorative fabric strips in the 

neck area can become trapped, 

they could be wrapped around the 

neck of the child causing 

strangulation. The products do not 

comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 14682.

Voluntary measures:

Corrective measures 

Compulsory measures:

Making the marketing of 

the product subject to 

prior conditions

USA Product: Stadium seats

Brand: GCI

Name: Stadium seats

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: The seats are made of a powder-

coated steel frame, a stitched fabric backrest and a 

fabric-covered padded bottom. The backrest has a 

mesh pocket on the back side. The seat bottom 

has a strap that runs from one side through two D 

rings on the upper part of the backrest and back 

down to the other side. The strap has a yellow 

buckle.

Country of origin: China

The backrest can fail, posing a 

risk of injury.

Consumers should 

immediately stop using 

the recalled stadium 

chairs and contact GCI 

Outdoor for a free strap 

repair kit that includes 

installation instructions, 

an additional safety 

strap and a new warning 

sticker.
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USA Product: Pony Hoodies

Brand: Kiddie Korral

Name: Pink Pony Hoodies

Type/number of model: 327

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: This recall involves Kiddie Korral girl’s 

pink hooded sweatshirts with red ponies and a 

drawstring through the hood. The zippered front 

hoodies have two front pockets, are made of 100% 

polyester and were sold in sizes 2 through 12.

Country of origin: China

A drawstring through the hood of 

the hoodies can pose a 

strangulation hazard to children. 

Drawstrings can become 

entangled or caught on 

playground slides, hand rails, 

school- bus doors or other moving 

objects, posing a significant 

strangulation and/or entanglement 

hazard to children.

Consumers should 

immediately take the 

hoodies from children 

and remove the 

drawstring to eliminate 

the hazard. Consumers 

can return the hoodies

to the place of purchase 

for a full refund.

USA Product: Kid's Hoodies

Brand: Ski-Doo and Can-Am

Name: Kid's Hoodies

Type/number of model: 286485, 453215, 453265, 

453320, 453321, 453375, 453376, 453464, 

453618, 453658, 453660, 453661, 453707 and 

453708

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: They were sold in kids’ sizes 2 

through 12. The hoodies are cotton/polyester 

blend. There is a drawstring in the hood of the 

garment. Colors include raspberry, yellow, heather, 

charcoal gray and black.

Country of origin: China

The hoodies have a drawstring 

around the neck area which 

poses a strangulation hazard to 

children. Drawstrings can become 

entangled or caught on 

playground slides, hand rails, 

school bus doors or other moving 

objects, posing a significant 

strangulation and/or entanglement 

hazard to children.

Consumers should 

immediately take the 

hoodie away from kids 

and remove the 

drawstring from the 

sweatshirt to eliminate 

the hazard or return it to 

an authorized BRP 

dealer for a full refund.
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USA Product: Fleece Panel Hoodie

Brand: Croker Kids

Name: Kids GAA Fleece Panel Hoodie

Type/number of model: GA2002

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: The hoodie has a full zippered front 

and 3-tone color panels of green, white and blue, 

with GAA embroidery on the left and right chest 

and on the hood. The word Ireland is printed on 

the back across the shoulders. The fabric is 75% 

cotton and 25% polyester. They were sold in kids 

sizes “2YR” through “12YR” shown on a hang tag 

and on the tag sewn into the neck.

Country of origin: China

The sweatshirts have a drawstring 

around the neck area which 

poses a strangulation hazard to 

children. Drawstrings can become 

entangled or caught on 

playground slides, hand rails, 

school bus doors or other moving 

objects, posing a significant 

strangulation and/or entanglement 

hazard to children. In February 

1996, CPSC issued guidelines 

about drawstrings in children's 

upper outerwear.

Consumers should 

immediately take the 

jackets away from 

children and remove the 

drawstring from the 

jacket to eliminate the 

hazard or return it to the 

place of purchase for a 

full refund.

USA Product: Open Vest Sweaters 

Brand: Leith

Name: Open Vest Sweaters by Leith

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: This recall involves Leith brand 

women’s textured open vest sleeveless sweaters. 

The sweaters are 35 ½ inches long. They were 

sold in black and cream, and in sizes extra small –

XS, small – S, medium – M, large – L and extra 

large – XL. Care labels sewn into the garments 

read, “Leith,” “Made in China,” “83% cotton” and 

“17% nylon.”

Country of origin: China

The sweaters fail to meet the 

federal flammability standard for 

wearing apparel, posing a burn 

injury hazard to consumers.

Consumers should 

immediately stop 

wearing the recalled 

sweaters and contact 

Nordstrom to return 

them for a full refund.
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EU/Hungary Product: Air freshener

Brand: Tian xiang

Name: Crystal Air Freshener Series - Hello

Type/number of model: 1. apple, 2. rose, 3. peach,

4. lemon

Batch number/Barcode: 6933315550486

Description: Air freshener balls in transparent 

plastic packaging in the form of a penguin. The 

balls resemble small jelly sweets due to their 

colour, shape and size. The product is available in 

various colours and fragrances (apple, rose, peach, 

lemon).

Country of origin: China

Choking

Due to its characteristic form, 

colour and size, the product may 

be mistaken with foodstuff. This 

may lead children to put it in their 

mouth, suck or ingest it, which 

could cause choking. The product 

does not comply with the 

requirements of the Directive 

87/357/EEC on products which, 

appearing to be other than they 

are, endanger the health or safety 

of consumers.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users

EU/Croatia Product: Decorative fruit and vegetables

Brand: Unknown

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: RR101149, RR101151,

RR101148, RR101150, RR181098, RR141111,

RR181094

Batch number/Barcode: 5900054261042,

5900054261066, 5900054261035,

5900054261059, 5900054564280,

5900054403152, 5900054564242

Description: Decorative imitation items resembling 

fruit and vegetables, made of coloured plastic 

polystyrene. The vegetable-imitating products are 

attached to a string; the fruit-imitating products are 

packed in plastic transparent bags.

Country of origin: China

Choking

The products are attractive to 

children as they resemble 

foodstuff. Children can bite them 

and small parts may easily come 

off. If put in the mouth, the small 

pieces may get stuck and obstruct 

the airways. The products do not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Directive 87/357/EEC on 

products which, appearing to be 

other than they are, endanger the 

health or safety of consumers.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Miscellaneous

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Germany Product: Tattoo ink

Brand: Unknown

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: CI: #19746 Lot: #OR20036

Batch number/Barcode: Batch: #8 Production date: 

20/02/2014 Expiry date: 16/12/2016

Description: 28 plastic bottles (5 ml) with dropper, 

of different colours, and adhesive label.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The total amount of polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) is 

too high (measured values up to 7 

mg/kg). PAHs are carcinogenic. 

According to the Council of 

Europe Resolution ResAP (2008) 

on requirements and criteria for 

the safety of tattoos and 

permanent make-up, polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons may not 

exceed 0.5 mg/kg.

Compulsory measures:

Import rejected at 

border 

EU/Hungary Product: Novelty lighter

Brand: Colton

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Article No. 21.21000

Batch number/Barcode: 4 014663 251927 (on the 

product); 4 014663 251934 (on the tray)

Description: Refillable, gas lighters with 

piezoelectric ignition mechanism with push-button 

start. Attached to the colourful cylindrical lighter is 

a small plastic figure hanging from the top at the 

side. Packaging: cardboard tray.

Country of origin: China

Burns,

Fire

The product is attractive to 

children. A child may play with it 

and suffer burns due to the flame 

or cause a fire. The product does 

not comply with the Commission 

Decision 2006/502 EC prohibiting 

the placing on the market of 

novelty lighters and with the 

relevant European standard EN 

13869.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Miscellaneous

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Bulgaria Product: Elastic straps

Brand: Auto Practic

Name: Luggage Spider Hooks

Type/number of model: Art. N° 742

Batch number/Barcode: 3800148407429

Description: Elastic luggage straps in single 

packaging with a cardboard label.

Country of origin: China

Injuries

The straps may break when under 

tension, the load (luggage) could 

fall hitting other persons or 

causing traffic accidents. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant standard BS AU 258.

Compulsory measures:

Ban on the marketing of 

the product and any 

accompanying 

measures 

EU/United 

Kingdom

Product: Decorative Santa

Brand: Homebase / Home Retail Group

Name: Nostalgic Standing Christmas Guy

Type/number of model: 279678

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: A plush, Christmas Santa, standing 

decoration made of fabric and with a wooden 

frame, height 45/50 cm.

Country of origin: China

Cuts,

Injuries

The decoration is child-appealing 

and poses the risk of a puncture 

wound should the wooden post 

which supports the head of the 

figure become exposed.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Miscellaneous

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Italy Product: Thermos flask

Brand: DAYDays

Name: Vacuum Flask

Type/number of model: Item No1588,

Code 60879

Batch number/Barcode: 820112608790

Description: Thermos flask supplied in cardboard 

boxes.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The separators of the double 

glass wall of the thermos contain 

asbestos fibres. If the thermos 

breaks, the users may inhale 

asbestos fibres, which are 

carcinogenic. The product does 

not comply with the REACH 

Regulation.

Compulsory measures:

Ban on the marketing of 

the product and any 

accompanying 

measures

EU/The 

Netherlands

Product: Fire blanket

Brand: Chacon

Name: Blusdeken

Type/number of model: XU 110 / 34160

Batch number/Barcode: 5411478341604

Description: Fire blanket folded in a red coloured, 

soft plastic bag for wall mounting, packed inside a 

transparent plastic bag closed with a cardboard 

card.

Country of origin: China

Fire

The fire blanket does not 

extinguish burning cooking oil. 

This can lead to a fire. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

1869.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the 

market 
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Miscellaneous

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Sweden Product: Crimp beads for jewellery making

Brand: Unknown

Name: Wireklämma ('crimp')

Type/number of model: 4234-1135

Batch number/Barcode: 7321764030281

Description: Crimp beads for jewellery making, 

2mm in diameter. Black oxidized. Packed in a 

small plastic package containing 100 beads.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The metal material in the crimp 

releases up to 6.3 µg/cm2/week 

nickel, exceeding the limit value of 

0.5 µg/cm²/week. Nickel is a 

strong sensitizer and can cause 

allergic reactions if present in 

articles that come into direct and 

prolonged contact with the skin. 

The product does not comply with 

the REACH Regulation.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/France Product: Lip-gloss

Brand: NPW

Name: Chocolate Sprinkle Lip Gloss

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: 5 060081 144012; 5 

060081 144005; 5 060081 143992; 5 060081 

144029; 5 060081 144036;

Description: 6 g. small pots of lip gloss, resembling 

cakes.

Country of origin: Taiwan

Choking

The products are attractive to 

children as they resemble 

foodstuff. Children can bite them 

and small parts may easily come 

off: if ingested by small children, 

the small pieces may get stuck 

and obstruct the airways.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the 

market 
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Miscellaneous

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Sweden Product: Necklace

Brand: I.Me.My

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: 6072656

Batch number/Barcode: 6072656

Description: Necklace with a silver coloured metal 

chain. The chain is made up by small cubes 

hooked together. 23 rhinestones are attached to 

the lower part of the chain. To each rhinestone a 

silver coloured metal cone is attached. A plastic 

tag is attached to the necklace indicating the brand.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The metal around the stone 

contains 1.9 % by weight of lead 

which has to be avoided as it is 

harmful to human health The 

product does not comply with the 

REACH Regulation.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the 

market 

EU/Sweden Product: Necklace

Brand: Unknown

Name: Happy

Type/number of model: 13.1265

Batch number/Barcode:7320341312635

Description: Necklace for children with different 

pendants: a small silver heart, a pink pearl and one 

big pink heart. The packaging is in the form of a 

pink plastic, heart-shaped container with a 

transparent lid, a pink ribbon and a label attached.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The product contains excessive 

amounts of cadmium (measured 

value: 28% by weight). Cadmium 

is classified as harmful if 

swallowed, if inhaled or if in 

contact with the skin. The product 

does not comply with the REACH 

Regulation.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Miscellaneous

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Sweden Product: Bracelet

Brand: Snöof Sweden

Name: Nevada charm bracelet double white

Type/number of model: 535-4852010

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Silvery bracelet with pendants, 

rhinestones and pearls. A black label is attached 

indicating the brand. The bracelet is adjustable in 

length and has a lobster-claw clasp fastening.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The product contains lead 

(measured value: 4.4 % by weight) 

which is harmful to human health. 

The product does not comply with 

the REACH Regulation.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Sweden Product: Necklace

Brand: Snöof Sweden

Name: Monroe

Type/number of model: 521-1801012

Batch number/Barcode: 73231601529

Description: Silvery necklace with a coin-like 

silvery pendant with rhinestones. The necklace is 

adjustable and has a lobster-claw clasp fastening. 

Attached to the necklace is a black label indicating 

the brand.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The product contains excessive 

amounts of cadmium (measured 

value: 11 % by weight). Cadmium 

is classified as harmful if 

swallowed, if inhaled or if in 

contact with the skin. The product 

does not comply with the REACH 

Regulation.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Miscellaneous

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/The 

Netherlands

Product: Fire blanket

Brand: Berki

Name: Blusdeken

Type/number of model: 120 x 180 cm

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Fire blanket 120 x 180 cm, folded in 

red coloured rigid plastic box for wall mounting.

Country of origin: China

Fire

The fire blanket does not 

extinguish burning cooking oil. 

This can lead to a fire. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

1869.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/The 

Netherlands

Product: Fire Blanket

Brand: Alecto

Name: Blusdeken

Type/number of model: SB-10 (XU-110)

Batch number/Barcode: 8712412185450

Description: Fire blanket 100 cm x 100 cm, folded 

in red coloured soft bag for wall mounting.

Country of origin: China

Fire

The fire blanket does not 

extinguish burning cooking oil. 

This can lead to a fire. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

1869.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Miscellaneous

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Bulgaria Product: Novelty lighter

Brand: Мaxis

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: 8 699754 859204

Description: Metal lighter in the form of a lipstick.

Country of origin: China

Burns,

Fire

The lighter is attractive to children, 

especially those under 51 months 

of age. The product does not 

comply with the Commission 

Decision 2006/502 EC prohibiting 

the placing on the market of 

novelty lighters and with the 

relevant European standard EN 

13869.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Sweden Product: Children's bracelet

Brand: Tinka

Name: Beauty

Type/number of model: 8-4313-001

Batch number/Barcode: 7036570043133

Description: Children's bracelet in silver colour with 

dark pink pearls and pendants such as a leaf, 

peace symbol metal pearl, watering can and a pink 

stone.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The metal in the pendants on the 

bracelet release up to 8.16 

µg/cm2/week nickel, exceeding 

the limit value of 0.5 µg/cm²/week. 

Nickel is a strong sensitizer and 

can cause allergic reactions if 

present in articles that come into 

direct and prolonged contact with 

the skin. The product does not 

comply with the REACH 

Regulation.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Miscellaneous

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/The 

Netherlands

Product: Fire blanket

Brand: Fireblitz

Name: Fire Blanket

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: 5055278500108

Description: Fire blanket 100 cm x 100 cm, folded 

in red coloured rigid plastic box for wall mounting.

Country of origin: China

Fire

The fire blanket does not 

extinguish burning cooking oil. 

This can lead to a fire. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

1869.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Sweden Product: Children's necklace

Brand: Tinka

Name: Beauty

Type/number of model: 8-4313004

Batch number/Barcode: 7036570043133

Description: Necklace with peach-coloured pearls 

and silver-coloured pendants shaped as hearts 

and a butterfly. It has a lobster-claw clasp.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The metal in the pendants (heart 

and butterfly) on the chain of the 

necklace releases up to 20.2 

µg/cm2/week nickel, exceeding 

the limit value of 0.5 µg/cm²/week. 

Nickel is a strong sensitizer and 

can cause allergic reactions if 

present in articles that come into 

direct and prolonged contact with 

the skin. The product does not 

comply with the REACH 

Regulation.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Miscellaneous

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Sweden Product: Charm bracelet

Brand: Tinka

Name: Beauty

Type/number of model: 8-4313-002

Batch number/Barcode: 7 036 570 043 133

Description: Children's bracelet with pink pearls 

and metal charms in the shape of a key and 

rocking-horse.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The metal in the charms (horse 

and key) on the chain of the 

bracelet release up to 19.6 

µg/cm2/week nickel, exceeding 

the limit value of 0.5 µg/cm²/week. 

Nickel is a strong sensitizer and 

can cause allergic reactions if 

present in articles that come into 

direct and prolonged contact with 

the skin. The product does not 

comply with the REACH 

Regulation.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Sweden Product: Necklace

Brand: Glitter

Name: 141 Aqua dreams

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: 3073658120000

Description: Necklace in silver with blue pearls and 

metal pendants and silver-coloured cubes. Black 

label with the word "Glitter" printed in silver.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The metal in the pendants and in 

the cubes of the necklace release 

up to 15.6 µg/cm2/week nickel, 

exceeding the limit value of 0.5 

µg/cm²/week. Nickel is a strong 

sensitizer and can cause allergic 

reactions if present in articles that 

come into direct and prolonged 

contact with the skin. The product 

does not comply with the REACH 

Regulation.

Compulsory measures:

Other
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Miscellaneous

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/The 

Netherlands

Product: Fire blanket

Brand: Saval

Name: Blusdeken

Type/number of model: 2111417

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Fire blanket 120 cm x 120 cm, folded 

in red coloured rigid plastic box for wall mounting.

Country of origin: China

Fire

The fire blanket does not 

extinguish burning cooking oil. 

This can lead to a fire. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

1869.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/The 

Netherlands

Product: Fire blanket

Brand: Elro

Name: Blusdeken

Type/number of model: BBD110

Batch number/Barcode: 7811658482996

Description: Fire blanket 110 x 110 cm, folded in 

red coloured soft bag for wall mounting.

Country of origin: China

Fire

The fire blanket does not 

extinguish burning cooking oil. 

This can lead to a fire. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

1869.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Miscellaneous

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Sweden Product: Necklace

Brand: NLY Accessories

Name: Multi Stone Necklace Silver

Type/number of model: 386173-0026-008

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Necklace with a silver-coloured chain 

and multiple rhinestones in various shapes and 

sizes.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The metal in the chain releases 

up to 1.2 µg/cm2/week nickel, 

exceeding the limit value of 0.5 

µg/cm²/week. Nickel is a strong 

sensitizer and can cause allergic 

reactions if present in articles that 

come into direct and prolonged 

contact with the skin. The product 

does not comply with the REACH 

Regulation.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/United 

Kingdom

Product: Candle

Brand: CIMC Home

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: CN013-00

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Candle with three wicks in a clear 

glass container. Nine different colours.

Country of origin: China

Fire

The flame height is too high and 

can create a fire inside the jar. 

The product does not comply with 

the relevant European standard 

EN 15493.

Voluntary measures: 

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Miscellaneous

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Sweden Product: Necklace

Brand: Montini

Name: Skull

Type/number of model: 52203623

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: A necklace with six silver-coloured

chains and a silver-coloured skull covered with 

rhinestones. The necklace has a black tag 

attached.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The skull of the necklace contains 

up to 5.4 % by weight of lead 

which should be avoided as it is 

harmful to human health. The 

product does not comply with the 

REACH Regulation.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Estonia Product: Glue

Brand: Hopson

Name: Super glue express

Type/number of model: 325-126-1025

Batch number/Barcode: 4751010890810

Description: Blue-orange tube in packaging with 

transparent plastic cover.

Country of origin: China

Chemical

The product contains chloroform 

(measured value : 0.2 % by 

weight). Chloroform may cause 

irritation to the skin and to the 

airways. The product does not 

comply with the REACH 

Regulation.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Miscellaneous

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/The 

Netherlands

Product: Fire blanket

Brand: Brennenstuhl

Name: Blusdeken

Type/number of model: BLD-01, Art. Nr.: 1291200

Batch number/Barcode: 4007123210183

Description: Fire blanket 120 cm x 120 cm, folded 

in a red, rigid, plastic box for wall mounting.

Country of origin: China

Fire

The fire blanket does not 

extinguish burning cooking oil. 

This can lead to a fire. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

1869.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Electrical and electronics

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/United 

Kingdom

Product: LED lamp

Brand: Red Arrow

Name: Power Beam GU10

Type/number of model: GU10 LED04R

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: LED lamp 240 voltage, 1.5 watt. 

Supplied in cardboard box.

Country of origin: China

Electric shock

The product does not provide 

adequate protection against 

electric shock due to poor circuitry 

and insulation. The product does 

not comply with the requirements 

of the Low Voltage Directive and 

the relevant European standard 

EN 60968.

Voluntary measures:

Destruction of the 

product

EU/Poland Product: Carbon monoxide detector

Brand: CMI

Name: Carbon Monoxide Alarm

Type/number of model: Model no: JB-C686L -

345691

Batch number/Barcode: Batch: PO 480881 L 2013,

4007873456916

Description: Battery-operated CO detector.

Country of origin: China

Asphyxiation

The detector is not sufficiently 

sensitive to CO. The alarm does 

not promptly switch on, the people 

who are in the room may get 

intoxicated and asphyxiation may 

occur. The product does not 

comply with the relevant 

European standard EN 50291.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Electrical and electronics

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Finland Product: Mobile phone charger

Brand: eSTUFF

Name: Charger for iphone / ipod

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: 5711045314384

Description: Mobile phone charger in a black-silver 

package.

Country of origin: China

Electric shock

The insulation is not sufficient and 

the clearance /creepage 

distances between the primary 

and secondary circuits are not 

sufficient. These defects could 

lead to the user receiving an 

electric shock. The product does 

not comply with the requirements 

of the Low Voltage Directive and 

the relevant European standard 

EN 60950.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users

EU/France Product: Travel plug adapter

Brand: Trefilaction

Name: Universal Travel Adapter

Type/number of model: Reference: 931L on 

packaging, ADD02 on product

Batch number/Barcode: Lots: SHW 29875 

01/2014/ SHW 304303 05/2014 product code: 

213111- barcode: 3218012131118

Description: Travel plug adapter with surge 

protection.

Country of origin: China

Electric shock

Live pins may be accessible 

during use. The product does not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Low Voltage Directive and the 

relevant national standard.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users 

Compulsory measures:

Ban on the marketing of 

the product and any 

accompanying 

measures
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Electrical and electronics

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Spain Product: Mains extension lead

Brand: SONGRUI

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Model: SR-5010K

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Extension lead with five sockets and a 

switch, supplied in transparent plastic.

Country of origin: China

Electric shock

Live parts of the sockets are 

accessible as there are no 

shutters. As a result, the user may 

suffer an electric shock. The 

product does not comply with the 

requirements of the Low Voltage 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 20315-1

Compulsory measures:

Import rejected at border

EU/Cyprus Product: Electric coffee-maker

Brand: BRiKi

Name: Electric Cordless Coffee Maker

Type/number of model: ROM-05

Batch number/Barcode:5290589092410(on the 

package)

Description: Electric, cordless coffee-maker in 

coloured cardboard packaging.

Country of origin: China

Burns

In the event that the product is 

operated beyond a certain time, 

the coffee in the pot can overflow. 

If this happens when the pot is 

lifted from the base there is a risk 

that the user may be scalded. The 

product does not comply with the 

requirements of the Low Voltage 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 60335.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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Details for product notification

Product Category: Electrical and electronics

Notifying 

country
Product Risk

Measures adopted by 

notifying country

EU/Hungary Product: Rope light

Brand: Unknown

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: DLG-2W-1-6’-3,5; Order Nr: 

485-015

Batch number/Barcode: 8 714984 000346

Description: Rope lighting chain with a "do-it-

yourself" mains connector set for outdoor use. 

Packaging: transparent plastic bag with cardboard 

label.

Country of origin: China

Electric shock,

Fire

Live metal parts may become 

accessible when the user, 

following the instructions, makes 

the rope light. The assembled 

rope light is not protected properly 

against moisture. As a 

consequence, the user may get 

an electric shock. The rope light's 

pin contacts can overheat due to 

the insufficient electrical contact 

pressure and due to the 

insufficient electrical carrying 

capacity of the connection. The 

product does not comply with the 

requirements of the Low Voltage 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 60598.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users

EU/Spain Product: Plug adaptor

Brand: Mei Li Jia

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Ref. 4623

Batch number/Barcode: 8400006946234

Description: White plug adaptor supplied in a 

transparent blister pack.

Country of origin: China

Electric shock

It is possible to insert one plug pin 

into the live socket of the adaptor 

while the other pin remains 

accessible: this may cause an 

electric shock. The product does 

not comply with the relevant 

national standard UNE 20315.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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EU/Italy Product: Kitchen mixer

Brand: TDA Electronics

Name: Mini Impastatore

Type/number of model: tda 13406c

Batch number/Barcode: 8008087569313

Description: Mixer with steel whisks and beaters 

and steel mixing bowl.

Country of origin: China

Electric shock

Part of the plastic casing has 

been treated with a metallic finish 

that makes it electrically 

conductive and is separated from 

the live parts only by functional 

insulation. In addition, the internal 

connections rely on soldered 

connections and crimps to stay in 

position and a loose wire could 

reduce the clearance and 

creepage distances to the 

accessible parts made of 

conductive plastic. The product 

does not comply with the 

requirements of the Low Voltage 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 60335.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Poland Product: Workshop lamp

Brand: Synchro

Name: Working Lamp 60W

Type/number of model: OS070136

Batch number/Barcode: 5906725607140

Description: Workshop lamp, 60W with black 

plastic handle.

Country of origin: China

Electric shock

The sheath of the cable is not 

sufficiently resistant. If the cable is 

damaged the user could touch 

live parts. The protection against 

penetration of liquids is not 

adequate. The product does not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Low Voltage Directive and the 

relevant European standard EN 

60598.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the 

market 
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EU/Hungary Product: Portable light

Brand: Unknown

Name: LED Super Terang Dan Tahan

Type/number of model: LH-108

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Orange portable light with 16 LEDs in 

the shape of an oil lamp. The product can be 

operated by non rechargeable batteries or directly 

via the mains. Packaging: colourful cardboard box

Country of origin: China

Electric shock,

Fire

The cross sectional area of the 

internal and external cores is too 

small. In case of a short circuit the 

wires may overheat. The heat and 

flame resistance of the insulating 

material that holds the pins of the 

built-in plug in position is not 

sufficient. The battery cover can 

be removed by hand and live 

parts may become accessible. 

Live parts of the mains cable can 

be touched since the dimensions 

of the socket outlet and the flat 

plug are not suitable. The product 

does not comply with the 

requirements of the Low Voltage 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 60598.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/Bulgaria Product: Laser pointer

Brand: Supermarket Shopping Malls

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Laser pointer with keychain, supplied 

with a watch. The laser pointer has a sticker with, 

inter-alia, the following information: DANGER, 

laser radiation - avoid direct eye exposure, laser 

diode 2010, wavelength: 630-680nM, Max: output 

power <1mW.

Country of origin: China

Damage to sight

The laser pointer is a Class 3R 

laser product and can cause 

damage to sight.

Compulsory measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market
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EU/Poland Product: USB charger

Brand: Unknown

Name: LCD USB Charger - Universal Travel 

Charger

Type/number of model: OTC-300MA

Batch number/Barcode: 5900495188007

Description: USB power supply made of white 

plastic, designed for charging mobile phones, 

cameras, camcorders, etc. It has an orange LCD 

screen which shows the battery charge level. 

Packed in a cardboard box with a photo of the 

product.

Country of origin: China

Electric shock

The clearances between the 

insulation layers of the primary 

circuit and the secondary circuit 

are too small. The mains cable is 

not properly attached. The 

housing is not sufficiently resistant 

to heat. Due to these defects, the 

product poses a risk of electric 

shock. The product does not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Low Voltage Directive and the 

relevant European standard EN 

60335.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market

EU/France Product: USB charger

Brand: Expert Line

Name: Prise chargeur USB

Type/number of model: 487409

Batch number/Barcode: Batch: 13AC00495

Description: White charger with USB port and 

power cable. Comes in blister-type packaging. 

Electrical parameters: 100-240 V 50/60 Hz 0.15 A 

Class II

Country of origin: China

Electric shock,

Fire

There is no additional fixing of the 

soldered connections of the 

primary circuits. If a wire 

disconnects, the creepage 

distances and clearances of the 

reinforced insulation may be 

reduced. The product does not 

comply with the requirements of 

the Low Voltage Directive and the 

relevant European standard EN 

60950-1.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Recall of the product 

from end users
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EU/Germany Product: LED floodlight

Brand: Greenline

Name: Unknown

Type/number of model: 153

Batch number/Barcode: 10 Watt Fluter

X0007QQ80L #153

Description: LED floodlight. Dimensions: 11cm x 

8.5 cm x 7 cm

Country of origin: China

Electric shock

The mechanical strength is not 

sufficient and the product is not 

earthed. Consequently, there is a 

risk of electric shock. The product 

does not comply with the 

requirements of the Low Voltage 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 61032.

Compulsory measures:

Ban on the marketing of 

the product and any 

accompanying 

measures

EU/United 

Kingdom

Product: Egg incubator

Brand: Jinxing

Name: 48 Egg Automatic Egg Incubator

Type/number of model: Model 2241/JN4-48

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Automatic 48 egg Incubator.

Country of origin: China

Electric shock

It does not have adequate means 

for cord anchorage and is not 

adequately protected from water 

leakage. The instructions for 

product use are inadequate and 

the product has not been marked 

with the required warnings. The 

product does not comply with the 

requirements of the Low Voltage 

Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 60335.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal from the 

market
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EU/United 

Kingdom

Product: Steam iron

Brand: Russell Hobbs

Name: Steamglide

Type/number of model: 15081, 18651, 18720, 

18741,18742,18743,19220,19221,19222,19840,20

260,20280,20550,20560

Batch number/Barcode: DDDYY 04512 -36512 and 

DDDYY 00113 - 19513

Description: Steam iron in various colours

according to model number. Packaged in printed 

cardboard box. 220-240V. 2000-2400W.

Country of origin: China

Burns

There is a risk that the flex of the 

iron may fail causing heat energy 

to emit through the flex insulation 

and cable guard; this could cause 

flash burns to user of the product. 

The product does not comply with 

the requirements of the Low 

Voltage Directive.

Voluntary measures:

Recall of the product 

from end users

Canada Product: Ceiling Fan

Brand: Breeze Belleisle Bay

Name: Ceiling Fan

Type/number of model: 40120

Batch number/Barcode: 0424485

Description: This recall involves the Harbor Breeze 

Belleisle Bay 52-inch (132-centimetre) ceiling fan 

in a brushed nickel finish with three blades, which 

comes with a remote control.

Country of origin: China

Blades from the fan can crack and 

break off during use, posing a 

potential impact hazard to 

consumers.

Consumers should 

immediately stop using 

the affected ceiling fans 

and contact the 

manufacturer's 

Customer Service Line 

for free replacement 

blades.
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USA Product: AC power cords

Brand: Lenovo

Name: AC power cords

Type/number of model: LS-15

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: The recalled power cords are black in 

color and have the "LS-15" molded mark on the AC 

adapter end. The manufacture date code in the 

format REV: 00 YYMM is on a label attached to the 

cord.

Country of origin: China

The AC power cord can overheat, 

posing fire and burn hazards.

Consumers should 

immediately unplug and 

stop using the recalled 

power cords and contact 

Lenovo for a free 

replacement. 

Consumers can 

continue to use the 

computer on battery 

power.

USA Product: Harwood Floor Lamps

Brand: Ethan Allen

Name: Harwood Floor Lamps

Type/number of model: 09-2562

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: The floor lamp is made of bronze-

plated steel with a bronze finish. The lamp sits on a 

square metal base that is about 8 inches by 8 

inches and has an adjustable bronze-plated metal 

post that goes up to 60 inches high. A second pole 

adjusts the tilt of the lamp. At the end of this 

second pole is a six-sided metal lamp shade about 

6 inches in diameter and about 4 inches tall.

Country of origin: China

A defect in the line cord insulation 

poses a risk of electrical shock.

Consumers should 

unplug the lamp and 

return it to an Ethan 

Allen Design Center for 

a full refund, including 

delivery charges if 

shipped.
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USA Product: Keurig® MINI Plus Brewing Systems

Brand: Keurig

Name: Keurig® MINI Plus Brewing Systems

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Recalled brewers have an 

identification number starting with “31” followed by 

a range of numbers printed on a white sticker on 

the bottom of the brewer. They are single-serve, 

hot beverage brewers and were sold in 13 different 

colors with silver trim. Colors include black, red, 

white, cobalt blue, aqua blue, purple, platinum, 

emerald, yellow, orchid, bayberry, mauve and 

poinciana. The recalled brewers measure about 11 

inches tall, have a “Brew” button, three cup size 

brewing options (6 oz., 8 oz. and 10 oz.), and a 

removable drip tray.

Country of origin: China

Water can overheat during 

brewing, spray out and burn 

consumers.

Consumers should 

contact Keurig for a free 

repair. While waiting for 

a free repair, consumers 

can contact Keurig

about steps to avoid a 

burn injury.
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EU/Sweden Product: Garden chair

Brand: ÖoB

Name: Campingstol fällbar ("Camping chair 

foldable")

Type/number of model: 3000021

Batch number/Barcode:4520156325209

Description: Foldable, textile camping chair with a 

grey metal tube frame and plastic armrest. The 

chair comes in three colours: pink, turquoise or 

black. No packaging. A white label is attached to 

the backrest with the model no. and EAN code.

Country of origin: China

Entrapment,

Injuries

The plastic material of the 

armrests is too weak and the 

angle of the front leg is incorrect. 

If the user grabs the armrests to 

get up from the chair and leans 

forward the armrests bend 

downwards and the front legs 

collapse. The user’s fingers could 

then get caught in the shear point 

between the armrest and metal 

links resulting in entrapment, 

fracture of fingers or, in the worst 

cases, loss of fingers. The 

product does not comply with the 

relevant European standard EN 

581-1.

Voluntary measures:

Withdrawal of the 

product from the market,

Other,

Recall of the product 

from end users

EU/Germany Product: Motorcycle

Brand: Yamaha

Name: HW125 and HW151

Type/number of model: Model: Xenter; Type: 

SE59/SG23; Approval No: e13*2002/24*0523, 

e13*2002/24*0512

Batch number/Barcode: The vehicles in question 

were manufactured between 2012 and 2014.

Description: Motorcycle.

Country of origin: Taiwan

No pictures are available

Injuries

Under a heavy load (e.g. driving 

through potholes), the lower fork 

crown may no longer withstand 

the forces and may break at the 

shaft. If this occurs, stable front-

wheel steering is no longer 

guaranteed. In the worst case, the 

rider could lose control of the 

motorcycle, which could in turn 

lead to a fall.

Voluntary measures:

Recall of the product 

from end users
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USA Product: Bean Bag Chairs

Brand: Comfort Research

Name: Bean Bag Chairs

Type/number of model: Unknown

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: The round vinyl bean bag chairs 

measure 88 and 98 inches in diameter. Colors 

and patterns included in the recall are black, hot 

pink, lime, purple, royal blue, ruby red, and 

baseball, basketball, football and soccer ball. A tag 

sewn into bean bag chair’s cover seam reads 

“Made By Comfort Research” and “100% 

Polystyrene.”

Country of origin: China

The zippers on the bean bag 

chairs can be opened by children 

who can then crawl inside, 

become entrapped, suffocate or 

choke on the bean bag chair’s 

foam beads.

Consumers should 

immediately take the 

recalled bean bag chairs 

from children and check 

them for zippers that can 

be opened. Consumers 

can contact Comfort 

Research for 

instructions to 

permanently disable the 

zipper.

USA Product: Salsa Bearpaw Bicycle Forks

Brand: Salsa

Name: Salsa Bearpaw Bicycle Forks

Type/number of model: 20130524, 20130710 or 

20130826

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: Consumers or the dealer will need to 

disassemble the front of the bicycle to access the 

steerer tube with the date code and model 

information. The forks were sold in “tequila lime” 

with black paint, “metallic gold,” red and black. The 

bikes were sold in sizes x-small, small, medium, 

large and x-large.

Country of origin: Taiwan

None reported. Consumers should 

immediately stop using 

bicycles equipped with 

the recalled Salsa 

Bearpaw forks and 

contact a Salsa dealer 

for a free inspection and 

replacement fork.
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USA Product: Felt Cyclocross Bicycles

Brand: Felt

Name: Felt Cyclocross Bicycles

Type/number of model: F65X and F85X

Batch number/Barcode: Unknown

Description: The 2015 F65X bicycle has a satin 

black aluminum frame with “Felt” printed in white 

letters and a diagonal wide white stripe next to a 

thin white stripe on the frame. The 2015 F85X 

bicycle has a dark red berry colored aluminum 

frame with diagonal stripes in black, mint green 

and yellow on the frame.

Country of origin: Taiwan

The frame of the bicycle could 

break, causing the rider to lose 

control, fall and suffer injuries.

Consumers should 

immediately stop using 

the recalled bicycles and 

contact their local Felt 

Bicycles dealer for a free 

inspection and frame 

replacement.


